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CATALOG ORDERS DUE AUGUST ??TH
WEB ORDERS DUE AUGUST 19TH

Amazing Spider-Man #75

Catwoman: Lonely City #1

House of Slaughter #1
FOR ITEMS SCHEDULED TO SHIP BEGINNING IN OCTOBER 2021

FIND MORE DESCRIPTIONS, ART AND PRODUCTS AT WWW.WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM

Venom #1
You’ve never seen a Venom
like this before!
Find it in Marvel Comics!

Arkham City: The Order of
the World #1
Residents of Arkham
Asylum walk among us.
Find it in DC Comics!

Star Trek:
Mirror War #1
Picard and the Enterprise
take the Mirror Universe
by force.

Wonder Woman 80th Anniversary
100-Page Super Spectacular #1 (One Shot)

Find it in IDW!

Jeffifer Blood #1

The suburban housewife
assassin returns.
Find it in Dynamite!

Gunslinger Spawn #1
Can anyone outdraw the
Gunslinger Spawn?

Find it in Image Comics!

Jen Bartel Costume Celebration Wraparound

Marvel Meow HC
See the Marvel Universe
through the eyes of Captain
Marvel’s cat, Chewie.
Find it in Viz!

CATALOGS

FIND THESE AND any other catalog listings AT
WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM/section/catalog-AUG21-catalogs

WESTFIELD CATALOG (1ST CLASS USPS) – We will be mailing all our catalogs First Class so we
are not offering a separate option for this. (You must order at least once every three months to continue
to receive free catalog.)
PREVIEWS PACKET - Hundreds of comics and graphic novels from the best comic publishers; the
coolest pop-culture merchandise; plus exclusive items available nowhere else. Each packet includes
Previews, Marvel Previews, DC Currents and a Previews Customer Order Form. $3.99 [21080003]
Also available sent Priority Mail, separate from your regular shipment and on the same day that Previews
hits the streets - this should take approximately 2-3 days. $11.00 [21080002]
MARVEL PREVIEWS - Each issue is a comic book-sized, 120-page, full-color guide and preview to
all of Marvel’s upcoming releases. $1.00 [21080004]
DC CURRENTS - A full-color guide and preview to all of DC Comics upcoming releases. $.50
[21080005]

ABOUT OUR COVER

It’s early in Batman’s career and not everyone is happy he’s
around. Who is the other Batman who has no qualms about
killing criminals? Learn the answer in Batman: The Imposter #1.

Will Murai Film Inspired

Cat Staggs Television Inspired

Bruce Timm Animation Inspired

Some of the best talent in the comics industry, along with bright young
stars, create new stories that capture timeless messages of hope and
empowerment.
Available with numerous variant covers capturing
well-known iterations of the Amazon Princess.

TM & © DC Comics. All rights reserved.

I AM LEGEND

Art was unavailable
at press time for:

Note: Comics are 32 pages and full-color unless noted in descriptions.
FC
= Full Color
PC
= Partial Color
MT
= Mature Themes
GN
= Softcover Graphic Novel
SC
= Softcover
HC
= Hardcover/Graphic Novel
[A]
= Available again

coming up ...
The next catalog will be mailed on August 30th, so PLEASE tell us if you
don't have it by September 13th! The Westfield web site is scheduled
to be updated with SEP21 items on August 20th.
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Michael Cho - Silver Age
&
Michael Cho - Silver Age

Amy Reeder Golden Age

Cliff Chiang Modern Age

Westfield Comics, August 2020, Vol. 39, No. 8 (Whole No. 469). Published by The Westfield Company of Wisconsin, Inc., 8608 University
Green, P.O. Box 620470, Middleton, WI 53562-0470. ©2021 The Westfield Company of Wisconsin, Inc. Westfield is a registered trademark
of The Westfield Company of Wisconsin, Inc. All rights reserved. Nothing may be reprinted without permission unless you're really sneaky
about it and we don't find out. All products and artwork pictured herein are TM & © their respective owners. Product descriptions and
other information is largely taken from publishers’ news releases and distributor catalogs, and is as up-to-date as possible. We cannot be
responsible for last minute changes made by publishers. Advisor: Brook Anthony. Content Editor: Roger Ash. Editing: Chadi.

MARVEL COMICS

FIND THESE AND MANY MORE MARVEL COMICS TITLES AT
WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM/section/catalog-AUG21-marvel

Marvel Comic Sets

X-Men Legends #8

Symbiote Spider-Man: Crossroads #4

Champions #10

Thor #18

SPIDER-MAN SET (7) [AUG21] - This set contains the following 7 titles at an extra reduced price: Amazing
Spider-Man #75; Amazing Spider-Man #76; Amazing Spider-Man #77; Miles Morales: Spider-Man
#31; Spider-Woman #16; Symbiote Spider-Man: Crossroads #4; and Venom #1. $22.33 [S2108003]

AVENGERS SET (9) [AUG21] - This set contains the following 9 titles at an extra reduced price: Avengers
#49; Avengers: Tech-On #3; Black Widow #12; Darkhold: Iron Man #1; Immortal Hulk #50; Iron Man
#13; Savage Avengers #25; Thor #18; and United States of Captain America #5. $30.01 [S2108002]

X-MEN SET (13) [AUG21] - This set contains the following 13 titles at an extra reduced price:
Deadpool: Black, White & Blood #3; Excalibur #24; Hellions #16; Kang the Conqueror #3;
Marauders #25; New Mutants #22; Phoenix: Song Echo #1; S.W.O.R.D. #9; Wolverine #17;
X-Force #24; X-Men #4; X-Men Legends #8; and X-Men: Trial of Magneto #3. $38.37 [S2108004]
FIND MORE DESCRIPTIONS, ART AND PRODUCTS AT WWW.WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM
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MARVEL COMICS SET
(55) [AUG21] - This set
contains the following 55
titles at an extra reduced
price: Amazing Fantasy #4;
Amazing Spider-Man #75;
Amazing Spider-Man #76;
Amazing Spider-Man #77;
Avengers #49; Avengers:
Tech-On #3; Black Panther
#3; Black Panther Legends
#1; Black Widow #12;
Captain Marvel #33;
Champions #10; Daredevil
#35; Dark Ages #2;
Darkhawk #3; Darkhold:
Blade #1; Darkhold: Iron
Man #1; Deadpool: Black,
White & Blood #3; Death
of Doctor Strange #2;
Death of Doctor Strange:
Avengers #1; Defenders
#3; Eternals Forever #1;
Eternals: Celestia #1;
Excalibur #24; Fantastic
Four #37; Gamma Flight
#5; Hellions #16; Immortal
Hulk #50; Inferno #2;
Iron Man #13; Kang the
Conqueror #3; Ka-Zar: Lord of the Savage Land #2; Luke Cage: City on Fire #1; Marauders
#25; Marvel’s Voices: Community #1; Miles Morales: Spider-Man #31; Moon Knight #4; Ms.
Marvel: Beyond Limit #2; New Mutants #22; Phoenix: Song Echo #1; S.W.O.R.D. #9; Savage
Avengers #25; Shang-Chi #5; Spider-Woman #16; Strange Academy Presents: Death Doctor
Strange #1; Symbiote Spider-Man: Crossroads #4; The Marvels #6; Thor #18; Venom #1;
Winter Guard #3; Wolverine #17; X-Force #24; X-Men #4; X-Men Legends #8; X-Men: Trial
of Magneto #3; and United States of Captain America #5. $171.65 [S2108001]

MARVEL COMICS
Marvel Heroes

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #75 - (Zeb Wells/Patrick Gleason) Ben Reilly has returned to NYC and
has taken back the mantle of Spider-Man, but what does this mean for Peter Parker? Arthur Adams
cover 56 pg. Rated: T+ [21080093] Inhyuk Lee cover [21080094] Alex Ogle cover $4.79 [21080095]
Ron Lim cover [21080096] Skottie Young cover [21080097] Joe Jusko Marvel Masterpieces
cover [21080098] Iban Coello Stormbreaker cover [21080099] Patrick Gleason Webhead cover
[21080100] (each)

All images TM & © 2021 Marvel Characters, Inc. All rights reserved.

AMAZING FANTASY #4 - [of 5] (Andrews)
Teenage Spider-Man, WWII Captain America
and spy school Black Widow fight to survive
their Amazing Fantasy. Kaare Andrews cover.
Rated: T+ [21080091] Kaare Andrews Variant
cover [21080092] $3.99 (each)

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #76 - (Wells/Gleason)
The unthinkable has happened. Arthur Adams
cover. Rated: T [21080101] Joe Jusko Marvel
Masterpieces cover [21080102] $3.19 (each)
AMAZING SPIDERM AN # 7 7 - ( K e l l y
Thompson/Sara Pichelli)
The Beyond Corporation
has retuned and this is
your chance to meet the
people who’ve brought
you the new (and
improved) Spider-Man.
Arthur Adams cover.
Rated: T [21080103]
Joe Jusko Marvel
Masterpieces cover
[21080104] $3.19 (each)

AVENGERS #49 - (Aaron/Garron) World War SheHulk goes nuclear. The Winter Hulk has been sent
to Atlantis with a dark mission. And things will
get even darker and bloodier if the Russian superassassin Red Widow has her way. Javi Garron cover.
Rated: T+ [21080105] Rob Liefeld Deadpool 30th
cover [21080106] Joe Jusko Marvel Masterpieces
cover [21080107] Juan Cabal Stormbreakers cover
[21080108] $3.19 (each)
AVENGERS: TECH-ON #3
- [of 6] (Zub/Chamba) Loki,
the Lord of Lies, imbued
with Infinity Shard energy?
When the Avengers can’t
trust anything they see or
hear, they’ll need help from
an unexpected source to
try to turn the tide. Eiichi

Shimizu cover. Rated: T [21080109] Peach Momoko
cover [21080110] $3.19 (each)
BLACK PANTHER #3 - (Ridley/Cabal) With
assassins closing in and Wakanda’s faith in him
shaken, T’Challa goes to visit Storm on the newly
terraformed Mars. But this will not be a happy
reunion, as T’Challa has ulterior motives for his visit.
Alex Ross cover. Rated: T+ [21080111] Joe Jusko
Marvel Masterpieces cover [21080112] $3.19 (each)
BLACK PANTHER
LEGENDS #1 - [of
4] (Tochi Onyebuchi/
Setor Fiadzigbey)
T’Challa and Hunter
are brothers growing
up in the royal palace
of Wakanda. Theirs
goes beyond the usual
sibling rivalry, though
- Hunter, is adopted,
and T’Challa is the
true heir to the throne.
Both brothers are readying themselves for
responsibility, when tragedy strikes and takes
the choice from them. Setor Fiadzigbey cover.
Rated: T+ [21080113] Variant cover [21080114]
Brian Stelfreeze cover [21080115] $3.19 (each)
B LA C K WIDOW
#12 - (Thompson/
Casagrande) Thanks
to intel from an
unexpected source,
Black Widow and her
team have stumbled
into some high-society
crime nonsense,
which requires formal
wear to investigate.
Adam Hughes cover.
Rated: T+ [21080116]
Joe Jusko Marvel Masterpieces cover [21080117]
$3.19 (each)

Marvel Variant Covers

Amazing Fantasy #4
(var cvr - Andrews)
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Amazing Spider-Man #75
(var cvr - Inhyuk Lee)

Amazing Spider-Man #75
(var cvr - Ogle)

Amazing Spider-Man #75
(var cvr - Ron Lim)

WESTFIELD COMICS WOW! ITEMS SCHEDULED TO SHIP BEGINNING IN OCTOBER 2021

Amazing Spider-Man #75
(Marvel Masterpieces
cvr - Jusko)

Amazing Spider-Man #75
(Webhead cvr - Gleason)

CAPTAIN MARVEL #33
- (Thompson/Davila) The
Last Of The Marvels part
2. The Marvels are under
attack. First they came for
the Captain… now they’re
after the youngest to bear
the title. Carol races to
save Kamala Khan, but
no one knows what the
Dark Marvels are up to
next. Iban Coello cover.
Rated: T+ [21080118] Joe
Jusko Marvel Masterpieces cover [21080119] Gerald
Parel Spoiler Teaser cover [21080120] $3.19 (each)
CHAMPIONS #10 - (Lore/Vecchio) The
Champions win a major victory over Roxxon only to discover a much deadlier threat waiting
in the wings. Toni Infante cover. Rated: T See the
Marvel Comics Set for art. $3.19 [21080121]
DAREDEVIL # 3 5 (Zdarsky/Checchetto)
It’s the grudge match
of the century: Bullseye
Vs. Elektra. Marco
Checchetto cover. Rated:
T+ [21080122] Joe Jusko
Marvel Masterpieces
cover [21080123] $3.19
(each)
DARK AGES #2 - [of
6] (Taylor/Coello) It
has been years since
the age of technology
ended. Now Earth’s
heroes attempt to bring
humanity together in
the darkness. X-Men
and Avengers,
vigilantes and villains
all work together to
create something
better. Iban Coello
cover. Rated: T+ [21080124] Meghan Hetrick
cover [21080125] $3.19 (each)
DARKHAWK #3 - [of 5]
(Higgins/Ramirez) Someone
very close to Darkhawk is
dead. But who is it? And
is it Darkhawk’s fault? Iban
Coello cover. Rated: T+
[21080126] Ron Lim cover
[21080127] $3.19 (each)
DARKHOLD:
BLADE #1 - (Daniel
Kibblesmith/Juan
Ferreyra) After reading
from the cursed
Darkhold, Blade and a
cadre of other heroes
were meant to enter
Chthon’s dimension
and stop the ancient
god from destroying
the Multiverse. But
reading the book has
changed all their lives and histories… Rated: T+
[21080128] Josemaria Casanovas Connecting cover
[21080129] Natacha Bustos Stormbreakers cover
[21080130] $3.19 (each)

Amazing Spider-Man #76
(Marvel Masterpieces
cvr - Jusko)

Avengers #49
(Marvel Masterpieces
cvr - Jusko)

MARVEL COMICS

DEATH OF DOCTOR STRANGE: AVENGERS
#1 - (Alex Paknadel/Ryan Bodenheim) With
Doctor Strange gone, the Avengers are the only
ones who can stop a rampaging Juggernaut-like
monster from wrecking all of Manhattan. Steve
Skroce cover. 40 pg. Rated: T+ [21080140] Creees
Lee cover [21080141] $3.99 (each)

DEFENDERS #3
- [of 5] (Ewing/
Rodriguez) Doctor
Strange and his
misfit crew land
in a world of dark,
primal magic where our world’s
master of the
mystic arts is just
a magical morsel
for countless
hungry sorcerers.
Javier Rodriguez
cover. Rated: T+
[21080142] Kevin Nowlan cover [21080143] Joe
Jusko Marvel Masterpieces cover [21080144]
$3.19 (each)

ETERNALS FOREVER #1 - (Ralph Macchio/Ramon
Bachs) The Deviants have captured Ikaris. Now
under their control, Ikaris has been brainwashed into
assassinating Ajak. It’s up to Gilgamesh and Sprite
to stop him. Todd Nauck cover. Rated: T+ [21080145]
Juan Frigeri cover [21080146] $3.19 (each)
ETERNALS:
C ELESTIA # 1 (Kieron Gillen/
Kei Zama) Now
that the truth of
their existence is
revealed, Ajak and
Makkari must pick up
the pieces and try to
find a road forward...
no matter how
terrifying, or how
their choices will
irrevocably shock
the rest of the Eternals. Esad Ribic cover. Rated: T+
[21080147] Nelson Blake cover [21080148] Rob
Liefeld Deadpool 30th cover [21080149] $3.19 (each)
E X C ALI B UR # 2 4 (Howard/To) The ten
kingdoms of Otherworld
must decide: Are Excalibur
heroes of the realm, or
witchbreed to be put
to the stake? Mahmud
Asrar cover. Rated: T+
[21080150] Rian Gonzales
cover [21080151]
Joe Jusko Marvel
Masterpieces cover [21080152] $3.19 (each)

All images TM & © 2021 Marvel Characters, Inc. All rights reserved.

DARKHOLD: IRON
MAN #1 - (Ryan
North/Guillermo
Sanna) Called forth
to face the dread
god Chthon, Iron
Man reads from the
ancient ill-fated text
the Darkhold… and
it changes the course
of his entire life. The
armor that has saved
him countless times
is about to become
a prison. Valerio
Giangiordano cover.
Rated: T+ [21080131] Josemaria Casanovas
Connecting cover [21080132] Giuseppe Camuncoli
cover [21080133] $3.19 (each)
DEADPOOL : B LA C K ,
WHITE & BLOOD #3 - [of
4] (Baruchel & More/Medina
& More) Jay Baruchel &
Paco Medina are bringing
you a story so insane we
refuse to even talk about it.
Frank Tieri & Takashi Okazaki
are gonna give you some
sweet Deadpool Vs. Bullseye.
Stan Sakai tells the age-old
parable How the Deadpool Got His Swords! Kev
Walker cover. 40 pg. Parental Advisory [21080134]
Salvador Larroca cover [21080135] $3.99 (each)
DEATH OF DOCTOR
STRANGE #2 - [of 5]
(MacKay/Garbett) With
the Sorcerer Supreme
gone, so too are Earth’s
magical defenses.
Now the rest of Earth’s
heroes have their
hands full with multiple
invasions from other
dimensions. Meet the
Three Mothers. Kaare
Andrews cover. 40 pg.
Rated: T+ [21080136]
Todd Nauck Headshot cover [21080137] Joe Jusko
Marvel Masterpieces cover [21080138] R. B. Silva
Stormbreakers cover [21080139] $3.19 (each)

FANTASTIC FOUR #37 - (Slott/Leon) There Are Monsters on Yancy Street. The
fallout from the FF’s 60th anniversary stories continues. Maybe a visit from a certain
friendly neighborhood Spider-Man might help with that? Terry Dodson cover. Rated: T
[21080153] Joe Jusko Marvel Masterpieces cover [21080154] $3.19 (each)
GAMMA FLIGHT #5 [of 5] (Ewing & Frasier/
Medina) Rick Jones is
one of the oldest, most
beloved sidekicks of the
Marvel Universe. Del
Frye is a high school
hero with a horrific past.
Together they are... what?
Leinil Francis Yu cover.
Rated: T+ [21080155]
Carlos Pacheco
Connecting cover [21080156] James Stokoe cover
[21080157] $3.19 (each)
H ELLIONS # 1 6 (Wells/Segovia) The
wheels have come
off the Hellions
bandwagon. They might
all hate one another,
but Nanny loves
her latest addition.
Stephen Segovia
cover. Parental Advisory
[21080158] Todd Nauck
cover [21080159] Joe
Jusko Marvel Masterpieces cover [21080160]
$3.19 (each)

IMMORTAL HULK #50 - (Ewing/Bennett) Hulk
searches among the ghosts of the past for the
answers to all his questions. The One Below All,
the Green Door, Samuel Sterns, Jackie McGee
and Bruce Banner. It’s all been leading here. This
is the last issue of The Immortal Hulk. Alex Ross
cover. 96 pg. Rated: T+ [21080161] Variant cover
[21080162] Jen Bartel cover [21080163] Gary Frank
cover [21080164] Sanford Greene cover [21080165]
Inhyuk Lee cover [21080166] Mr. Garcin cover
[21080167] Carlos Pacheco cover [21080168] Ron
Lim cover [21080169] Ryan Stegman Foreshadow
cover [21080170] Joe Bennett Homage cover
[21080171] Joe Jusko Marvel Masterpieces cover
[21080172] $7.99 (each)

Marvel Variant Covers

Avengers: Tech-On #3
(var cvr - Momoko)

Black Widow #12
(Marvel Masterpieces
cvr - Jusko)

Captain Marvel #33
(Marvel Masterpieces
cvr - Jusko)

Dark Ages #2
(var cvr - Hetrick)

Death of Doctor Strange #2
(Marvel Masterpieces cvr Joe Jusko)

Eternals Forever #1
(var cvr - Frigeri)

Eternals: Celestia #1
(var cvr - Blake)

Fantastic Four #37
(Marvel Masterpieces
cvr - Jusko)

FIND MORE DESCRIPTIONS, ART AND PRODUCTS AT WWW.WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM
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MARVEL COMICS
INFERNO #2 [of 4] (Hickman/
Caselli) Secrets.
Lies. They have
a way of coming
out and biting
you when you
least expect
them. Jerome
O p e n a c o v e r.
56 pg. Rated: T+
[21080173] Jeff
Dekal cover
[21080174] Peach
Momoko cover
[21080175] Oscar
Vega cover [21080176] Joe Jusko Marvel
Masterpieces cover [21080177] $4.79 (each)
IRON MAN #13
- (Cantwell/CAFU)
The epic showdown
between Iron Man
and his allies and
Korvac and his cohort
continues aboard
Galactus’ worldship.
Reinforcements have
arrived, and Tony
Stark now stands
a better chance of
stopping Korvac
from accessing the
Power Cosmic and
becoming a god all over again. Alex Ross
cover. Rated: T+ [21080178] Joe Jusko Marvel
Masterpieces cover [21080179] $3.19 (each)
KAN G T H E
CONQUEROR
#3 - [of 5] (Kelly &
Lanzing/Magno)
Young Kang stalks
his future self to
the site of his first
major battle with
t h e Av e n g e r s ,
hoping to change
the course of his
destiny. But the
fate of Doctor
Doom has long
been entwined
with Kang’s - and no one interferes with Victor
Von Doom’s timeline but Victor Von Doom. Mike
Del Mundo cover. Rated: T+ [21080180] Ron Lim
cover [21080181] $3.19 (each)
KA-ZAR: LORD OF
THE SAVAGE LAND
#2 - [of 5] (Thompson/
Garcia) Change has
come to the Savage
Land. Ka-Zar and
Shanna can feel it,
as the Plunder Family
travel in hopes of
protecting their lands
from a mysterious
illness that plagues
the forests. Jesus
Saiz cover. Rated: T+
[21080182] Felipe
Massafera cover [21080183] $3.19 (each)

LUKE CAGE: CITY
ON FIRE #1 - [of 3]
(Ho Che Anderson/
Farid Karami) When
a Black man is
murdered by a police
officer in New York
City, Luke Cage is
called to action. A
cadre of crooked
cops named the
Regulators are out
to terrorize ordinary
citizens, and with
Daredevil determined to bring them down and Mayor
Fisk equally determined to use them to tighten his
grip on the city, it’s up to Cage to keep the city
from going up in flames. Taurin Clarke cover. 40
pg. Rated: T+ [21080184] Ho Che Anderson cover
[21080185] Todd Nauck Headshot cover [21080186]
Khary Randolph Miles Morales 10th Anniversary
cover [21080187] $3.99 (each)
M ARAUDERS # 2 5 (Duggan/Noto) You don’t
cross Emma Frost… even
if she was the one who
crossed you first. Russell
Dauterman cover. Rated: T+
[21080188] Mirka Andolfo
cover [21080189] Joe Jusko
Marvel Masterpieces A
cover [21080190] Joe Jusko
Marvel Masterpieces B
cover [21080191] $3.19 (each)
MARVEL’S VOICES:
COMMUNITY
#1 - (Daniel Jose
Older & More/Enid
Balam & More)
Marvel celebrates
the mighty Latin-X
heroes and creators
from all corners of
the Marvel Universe.
Spider-Man. White
Tiger. Ghost Rider.
And so many more
heroes get their
moment in the sun. Plus, an all-new hero takes
the stage. Joe Quesada cover. 40 pg. Rated: T+
[21080192] Mateus Manhanni cover [21080193]
Humberto Ramos cover [21080194] Maria Wolf
cover [21080195] Nabetse Zitro cover [21080196]
$7.99 (each)
MILES
MORALES:
SPIDER-MAN
#31 - (Ahmed/
Allen) It’s a date
night for SpiderMan, and no
one informed
Taskmaster that
three’s a crowd.
Why does
the greatest
mercenary in
history have Miles
in his sights?
Taurin Clarke cover. Rated: T $3.19 [21080197]

MOON KNIGHT #4 (MacKay/Cappuccio)
A mysterious foe
attacks from a new
and unexpected
direction, an old
friend comes to visit
and Moon Knight finds
himself answering
the same question
over and over again:
“Why do you wear
the mask?” Featuring
a guest appearance from Tigra. Steve McNiven
cover. Rated: T+ [21080198] Joshua Cassara
Stormbreakers cover [21080199] $3.19 (each)
M S . M ARVEL :
BEYOND LIMIT #2 [of 5] (Ahmed/Genolet
& Andres) Ms. Marvel
punches her way out of
the Bollywood bubble
she landed in when
she got home from
Chicago. But things are
not exactly normal, and
she still has no idea
what happened - or if it
could happen again. Mashal Ahmed cover. Rated: T
[21080200] Betsy Cola cover [21080201] $3.19 (each)
MS. MARVEL: MARVEL
TALES #1 - FC. (Kelly Sue
DeConnick & G. Willow
Wilson/Filipe Andrade &
Adrian Alphona) Kamala
Khan claims the spotlight,
beginning with a scenestealing cameo in her
idol Carol Danvers’ book,
Captain Marvel (2012) #17.
Then, G. Willow Wilson and
Adrian Alphona put the Pakistani-American teen
sensation center stage as the new Ms. Marvel in a
landmark story from All-New Marvel Now! Point
One. But how did Kamala get her amazing, shapeshifting, size-changing powers? Find out in Wilson
and Alphona’s now legendary Ms. Marvel (2014)
#1-2 . Sway cover. 96 pg. Rated: T $6.39 [21080202]
NEW MUTANTS #22
- (Ayala/Reis) Shadow
King Showdown. He’s
been skirting the line…
skulking around the
Wild Hunt… and now
he’s simply gone too far.
Martin Simmonds cover.
Rated: T+ [21080203]
David Lopez cover
[21080204] $3.19 (each)
PHOENIX: SONG
ECHO #1 - [of 5]
(Rebecca Roanhorse/
Luca Maresca)
Against all odds, one
of the most powerful
entities in the Marvel
Universe chose Maya
Lopez, a deaf street
fighter, as its new
a v a t a r. A n d t h e
burning question on
everyone’s minds is:
why? But Echo is the

last person to answer. Still learning her new cosmic
abilities,Echo strikes out to return to her roots. Cory
Smith cover. 40 pg. Rated: T+ [21080205] Leinil
Francis Yu cover [21080206] Todd Nauck Headshot
cover [21080207] Carmen Nunez Carnero cover
[21080208] $3.99 (each)
S.W.O.R.D. #9 - (Ewing/
Camagni) With Abigail
Brand’s attention divided
between two S.W.O.R.D.
stations, all Orchis needs
is to pick their moment
to strike. Stefano
Caselli cover. Rated: T+
[21080209] Davi Go cover
[21080210] Joe Jusko
Marvel Masterpieces cover
[21080211] $3.19 (each)
SAVAGE AVENGERS #25
- (Duggan/Zircher) Can the
unexpected entrance of an
old villain help the Savage
Avengers overcome the
monstrous Kulan Gath?
Valerio Giangiordano
cover. Parental Advisory
[21080212] Cory Smith
cover [21080213] $3.19
(each)
SHANG-CHI #5 - (Luen
Yang/Ruan) Meet the
New Iron Man...ShangChi? A weapons dealer
offers up a stolen Iron
Man suit to Shang-Chi’s
organization. Leinil Francis
Yu cover. Rated: T+ $3.19
[21080214]
SPIDER-WOMAN #16 (Pacheco/Perez) Aeternum
threatened Jess’ family. Now
Jess is fighting back…with
her family. Someone in the
Drew clan suits up for the
first time. Jung-Geun Yoon
cover. Rated: T+ [21080215]
Rob Liefeld Deadpool 30th
cover [21080216] $3.19 (each)
STRANGE
ACADEMY
PRESENTS: THE
DEATH OF DOCTOR
STRAN G E # 1 ( S k o t t i e Yo u n g /
Michael Del Mundo)
Strange Academy
is closed until the
events surrounding
Dr. Strange’s death
are resolved, so the
students go back
to their parents.
Humberto Ramos
cover. 40 pg. Rated: T+ [21080217] Peach Momoko
cover [21080218] $3.99 (each)
SYMBIOTE SPIDER-MAN: CROSSROADS
#4 - [of 5] (David/Land) Enter: The Eternals.
Spider-Man and The Incredible Hulk join forces
with the Deviants. Greg Land cover. Rated: T See
the Spider-Man Set for art. $3.19 [21080219]

Marvel Variant Covers

Hellions #16
(Marvel Masterpieces
cvr - Jusko)
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Immortal Hulk #50
(Marvel Masterpieces
cvr - Jusko)

Inferno #2
(var cvr - Vega)

Inferno #2
(Marvel Masterpieces
cvr - Jusko)
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Iron Man #13
(Marvel Masterpieces
cvr - Jusko)

Marauders #25
(Marvel Masterpieces
cvr A - Jusko)

Marauders #25
(Marvel Masterpieces
cvr B - Jusko)

Marvel's Voices:
Community #1
(var cvr - Manahini)

MARVEL COMICS
Aliens & Predator

THE MARVELS #6 (Busiek/Cinar) Who is
Lady Lotus? Crime lord,
super villain, saboteur…
but that’s just scratching
the surface. Learn what
makes her tick - and
learn the startling secrets
behind the Siancong War.
Alex Ross cover. Rated: T
$3.19 [21080220]
THOR #18 - (Cates/Ferry) After the events of
Revelations, Thor has a top secret mission that
only one trusted ally can carry out: Throg, the Frog
of Thunder. Olivier Coipel cover. Rated: T+ See the
Avengers Set for art. [21080221] Joe Jusko Marvel
Masterpieces cover [21080222] $3.19 (each)
UNITED STATES OF
CAPTAIN AMERICA
#5 - [of 5] (Cantwell/
Eaglesham) After the
shield thieves free a
deadly villain, Bucky
teams up with an
intelligence officer
who might know
how to recapture the
villain, while John,
Sam and Steve give
pursuit. Gerald Parel
cover. 40 pg. Rated: T+
[21080223] Dale Eaglesham Design cover
[21080224] $3.99 (each)

ALIEN #8 - (Kennedy Johnson/
Larroca) Blood Harvest. The
xenomorphs overtake the settlement.
A last stand is made. A terrible truth is
learned. Marc Aspinall cover. Parental
Advisory [21080249] Ivan Shavrin
cover [21080250] $3.19 (each)

Conan

VENOM #1 - (Al Ewing & Ram V./Bryan Hitch) An
epic new era for the sinister symbiote starts here.
Trust us when we tell you that you have never seen
a Venom like this. Bryan Hitch cover 56 pg. Rated: T+
[21080225] Gabriele Dell’Otto cover[21080226]
Inhyuk Lee cover [21080227] Peach Momoko
cover [21080228] John Romita Jr. cover[21080229]
Elizabeth Torque cover [21080230] Todd Nauck
Headshot cover [21080231] $4.79 (each)
WINTER GUARD #3 - [of 4]
(Cady/Bazaldua) The White
Widow and Red Guardian are
ready to strike a bargain - but
not with the Winter Guard.
Red Guardian enlists help
from a shocking source…
but this is spy business, and
“trust” is a mythical thing.
Toni Infante cover. Rated: T+
[21080232] Phil Noto cover
[21080233] $3.19 (each)

WOLVERINE # 1 7
- (Percy/Medina)
Maverick returns to
team up with Wolverine.
Meanwhile, C.I.A.
Agent Jeff Bannister
has just uncovered a
secret surveillance
device aimed at Krakoa.
NAdam Kubert cover.
Parental Advisory
[21080234] Joe Jusko
Marvel Masterpieces
cover [21080235] Patrick Gleason Stormbreakers
cover [21080236] $3.19 (each)
X-FORCE #24 - (Percy/
Coccolo) Mikhail Rasputin’s
nesting doll agents have
infiltrated Krakoa before, but
never like this. If Black Tom
can’t root out their invasion
of Beast, the consequences
go beyond mere death.
Joshua Cassara cover.
Parental Advisory [21080237]

Taurin Clarke cover [21080238] Joe Jusko Marvel
Masterpieces cover [21080239] $3.19 (each)
X-MEN LEGENDS #8 - (Hama/Tan) Enter: Omega
Red. Following Lady Deathstrike and the mysterious
Jie Jie to Shanghai, where Hino-Chan and Jubilee
have been taken, Logan will have to keep Yurei safe
while dealing with the Hand. But who invited Omega
Red to the battle? Billy Tan cover. Rated: T+ See the
X-Men Set for art. [21080243] Scott Williams cover
[21080244] $3.19 (each)
X-MEN: TRIAL OF
MAGNETO #3 - [of 5]
(Williams/Werneck)
The truth won’t stay
buried. Nor will other
things… Who lurks in
the shadows, and what
do they know? 48 pg.
Valerio Schiti cover.
Rated: T+ [21080245]
Peach Momoko cover
[21080246] Oscar Vega
cover [21080247] Joe Jusko Marvel Masterpieces
cover [21080248] $3.99 (each)

Star Wars
STAR WARS # 1 8
(WOBH) - (Soule/
Rosanas) Reeling from
the events on Jekara
and forced to confront
the reality of her own
choices and losses, Leia
Organa meets Qi’ra to
discuss the person they
both have in common
- heroic smuggler Han
Solo. Carlo Pagulayan
c o v e r. R a t e d : T
[21080253] John Tyler
Christopher Action Figure cover [21080254] Carlo
Pagulayan Carbonite cover [21080255] Ron Frenz
Handbook cover [21080256] Chris Sprouse Lucasfilm
50th cover [21080257] $3.19 (each)
STAR WARS LEGENDS EMPIRE OMNIBUS
VOL. 01 HC - FC. (John Ostrander & More/Luke
Ross & More) In the aftermath of Episode III, Sith
lord Palpatine exerts his ruthless grip on the galaxy
as his enforcer Darth Vader leads a brutal purge to
wipe out the Jedi Order. Marked for death, Jedi

Marvel Variant Covers

Marvel's Voices:
Community #1
(var cvr - Wolf)

Marvel's Voices:
Community #1
(var cvr - Zitro)

New Mutants #22
(var cvr - Lopez)

Phoenix: Song Echo #1
(var cvr - Yu)

S.W.O.R.D. #9
(Marvel Masterpieces
cvr - Jusko)

Savage Avengers #25
(var cvr - Smith)

Thor #18
(Marvel Masterpieces
cvr - Jusko)

Venom #1
(var cvr - Momoko)
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X-MEN #4 - (Duggan/Pina) It’s Halloween and the X-Men have to face a horror born of a neighboring
town in Westchester… the Headless Horseman? Pepe Larraz cover. Rated: T+ [21080240] Joe Jusko
Marvel Masterpieces cover[21080241] Russell Dauterman Trading Card cover [21080242] $3.19 (each)

CONAN BARBARIAN EPIC
COLLECTION: ORIGINAL
MARVEL YEARS - BLACK
COAST SC - FC. (Roy Thomas
& Fred Blosser/John Buscema
& More) Conan meets the
Queen of the Black Coast in
one of the most captivating
pairings in comics. But first,
he teams up with Red Sonja.
Then, Conan’s travels through the
western wastelands in the tear-jerking Last
Ballad of Laza-Lanti. Collecting Conan The
Barbarian (1970) #43-59 and material from
Savage Sword of Conan (1974) #1. John
Buscema cover. 360 pg. Rated: T+ Scheduled to
arrive in Dec. $31.99 [21080251]
CONAN: PEOPLE OF THE
B LA C K C IR C LE AND
OTHER STORIES SC - FC.
(Fred Van Lente & More/
Ariel Olivetti & More) When
an agent of the dreaded
Black Seers of Yimsha
assassinates the King of
Vendhya, the king’s sister
Yasmina inherits the throne
- and vows vengeance. But her plans
against the Black Seers are derailed when she
is kidnapped - by Conan? Collecting Conan
and the People of the Black Circle #1-4,
Conan: Children of the Sun, Conan: Exiles,
and material from Dark Horse Presents (2014)
#21 and Robert E. Howard’s Savage Sword
#1-4 and #6-10. Ariel Olivetti cover. 224 pg.
Parental Advisory Scheduled to arrive in Dec.
$31.99 [21080252]

All images TM & © 2021 Marvel Characters, Inc. All rights reserved.

MARVEL COMICS
Master K’Kruhk must protect
the younglings under his
care, as Master Dass Jennir
finds refuge with a crew of
smugglers. But to survive,
will they abandon their
heroic ideals? Collecting
Star Wars: Republic #7880, Star Wars: Purge, Star
Wars: Purge - Seconds
To Die, Star Wars: Purge
- The Hidden Blade, Star
Wars: Purge – The Tyrant’s Fist #1-2, Star
Wars: Darth Vader And The Lost Command
#1-5, Star Wars: Dark Times #1-17, Star Wars:
Dark Times - Blue Harvest #0, Star Wars: Dark
Times - Out of the Wilderness #1-5 and Star
Wars: Darth Vader and The Ghost Prison #1-5.
Tsuneo Sanda cover. 992 pg. Rated: T Scheduled
to arrive in Mar. [21080258] Dave Wilkins cover
[21080259] $100.00 (each)
STAR WARS VOL. 03:
WAR OF THE BOUNTY
H UNTERS S C - F C .
(Charles Soule/Ramon
Rosanas) Chewbacca has
heard from an old friend
with intelligence on the
location of notorious bounty
hunter Boba Fett, who is in
possession of the carbonfrozen body of Han Solo.
Along with Luke Skywalker, the loyal Wookiee
sets off in search of his lost friend, on an
adventure to Nar Shaddaa… better known as the
Smuggler’s Moon. Collecting Star Wars (2020)
#13-18. Carlo Pagulayan cover. 136 pg. Rated: T
Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $14.39 [21080260]
STAR WARS: BOUNTY
HUNTERS #17 (WOBH)
- (Sacks & Ethan/
Vi l l a n e l l i ) S e v e r e l y
wounded, Valance must
make an escape attempt
from an Imperial Star
Destroyer. Will T’Onga
and her crew reach
him in time? Giuseppe
Camuncoli cover. Rated:
T [21080261] Giuseppe
Camuncoli Carbonite cover
[21080262] Ron Frenz Handbook cover [21080263]
Chris Sprouse Lucasfilm 50th cover [21080264]
$3.19 (each)
STAR WARS :
DARTH VADER #17
(WOBH) - (Pak/Ienco)
Throughout the search
for Han Solo, Darth
Vader has carved his
way through shadows,
unraveling mysteries
cloaked in deceptions
and betrayal. Now
Vader finally takes
care of business in this
conclusion to the War
Of The Bounty Hunters
story arc. Aaron Kuder cover. Rated: T [21080265]
Aaron Kuder Carbonite cover [21080266] Ron
Frenz Handbook cover [21080267] Chris Sprouse
Lucasfilm 50th cover [21080268] $3.19 (each)

STAR WARS: DOCTOR
APHRA #15 (WOBH)
- (Wong/Jung) Crimson
Dawn is back, and
Doctor Aphra is trapped
aboard their ship. What
treasures lie aboard the
Vermillion? Sara Pichelli
cover. Rated: T [21080269]
Sara Pichelli Carbonite
cover [21080270] Ron
Frenz Handbook cover [21080271] Chris Sprouse
Lucasfilm 50th cover [21080272] $3.19 (each)
STAR WARS: DOCTOR
APHRA VOL. 03 - WAR OF
THE BOUNTY HUNTERS
SC - FC. (Alan Wong/
Minkyu Jung & Federico
Sabbatini) Aphra and Sana
Starros discover an eerie,
abandoned ship… but on
board they will discover a
nightmarish horror not seen
in the galaxy for untold eons. And
to make things worse, they must contend with the
fearsome bounty hunter Durge. Collecting Star
Wars: Doctor Aphra (2020) #11-15. Sara Pichelli
cover. 112 pg. Rated: T Scheduled to arrive in Dec.
$12.79 [21080273]
STAR WARS: HIGH
REPUBLIC - TRAIL
SHADOWS #1 - [of
5] (Daniel Jose Older/
Dave Wachter) A
Jedi Master is dead.
Another is in a state
of complete shock. It’s
a murder the likes of
which the Jedi Order
has never seen before.
There are no leads.
There are no suspects.
There is no motive. But Jedi Investigator Emerick
Caphtor must solve the case before it’s too late.
David Lopez cover. Rated: T [21080274] Ario
Anindito cover [21080275] $3.19 (each)
STAR WARS: HIGH
REPUBLIC #10 - (Scott/
Anindito) The Shadow
Of The Nihil. Following
the terrible events of
The Rising Storm, the
villainous Nihil are in
retreat, hunted by the
Jedi. Wayseeker Knight
Orla Jareni is attacked
by a lone Nihil Stormship
in deep space, a Stormship commanded by one
of the Jedi’s own. Phil Noto cover. Rated: T
[21080276] Georges Jeanty cover [21080277]
$3.19 (each)
STAR WARS: HIGH REPUBLIC VOL. 02 - HEART
OF DRENGIR SC - FC. (Cavan Scott/Georges Jeanty
& Ario Anindito) A fierce battle rages in the depths
of Wild Space - and the Jedi of Starlight Beacon
must join forces with their most feared enemy to
face the terror of the unstoppable Drengir horde.
And, Avar Kriss and her new allies fight nightmarish
creatures on a harsh lava world, while young Jedi
Keeve Trennis puts everything on the line to save
her former master. Collecting Star Wars: The High
Republic #6-10. Phil Noto cover. 120 pg. Rated: T
Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $12.79 [21080278]

STAR WARS: WAR
OF T H E B OUNTY
H UNTERS - I G - 8 8
#1 - (Rodney Barnes/
Guiu Vilanova) IG-88 is
an advanced assassin
droid designed for death,
destruction, and mayhem.
Its weapons systems are
unparalleled, its design
flawless. Yet the galaxy’s
most sinister droid bounty
hunter can still fail. Mahmud A. Asrar cover.
40 pg. Rated: T [21080279] Mahmud A. Asrar
Carbonite cover [21080280] Caspar Wijngaard cover
[21080281] Ron Frenz Handbook cover [21080282]
$3.99 (each)
STAR WARS: WAR OF
THE BOUNTY HUNTERS
#5 - [of 5] (Soule/Ross)
Everything and everyone in
the galaxy is against bounty
hunter Boba Fett. There’s
no way he can regain Han
Solo, escape the bounties
on his head, and survive to
get his prize to Jabba The
Hutt and get paid. But Han
Solo belongs to him, and no one will take him away.
Steve McNiven cover. Rated: T [21080283] John
Tyler Christopher Action Figure cover [21080284]
Steve McNiven Carbonite cover [21080285] Carlo
Pagulayan cover [21080286] Ron Frenz Handbook
cover [21080287] $3.99 (each)
STAR WARS: WAR OF THE BOUNTY HUNTERS
COMPANION SC - FC. (Justina Ireland & More/
Luca Pizzari & More) Boba Fett’s simple mission to
deliver the carbonite-frozen Han Solo and collect
his payday erupts into chaos and engulfs the galaxy.
Fan-favorites from the darker side of the Star Wars
universe get their chances to shine. Collecting Star
Wars: War of the Bounty Hunters - Jabba the
Hutt, 4-Lom & Zuckuss, Boushh and IG-88.
Mahmud A. Asrar cover. 136 pg. Rated: T Scheduled
to arrive in Nov. $15.99 [21080288]
STAR WARS: WAR
OF T H E B OUNTY
HUNTERS SC - FC.
(Charles Soule/Steve
McNiven & Luke Ross)
The notorious bounty
hunter Boba Fett has
finally landed his
greatest prize - Han
Solo, frozen in carbonite
for easy transport.
There’s just one problem standing
between Fett and the payday…and it’s a big
one. Collecting Star Wars: War of the Bounty
Hunters Alpha and Star Wars: War of the
Bounty Hunters #1-5. Steve McNiven cover.
160 pg. Rated: T Scheduled to arrive in Nov.
$15.99 [21080289]

Warhammer
WARHAMMER 40K: SISTER’S BATTLE #3 - [of
5] (Gronbekk/Salazar) A death in Veridyan’s ranks
sends shock waves through the squad. Still, they
travel deeper into the tunnels of Siscia...and only
a miracle can save them now. Dave Wilkins cover.
Parental Advisory [21080290] Games Workshop
cover [21080291] $3.99 (each)

Marvel Variant Covers

Winter Guard #3
(var cvr - Noto)
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Wolverine #17
(Marvel Masterpieces
cvr - Jusko)

X-Force #24
(Marvel Masterpieces
cvr - Jusko)

X-Men #4
(Marvel Masterpieces
cvr - Jusko)
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X-Men #4
(var Trading Card cvr Dauterman)

X-Men:
Trial of Magneto #3
(var cvr - Momoko)

Collected Editions & Gns
AVEN G ERS EPI C
COLLECTION: TAKING
AIM SC - FC. (Bob Harras
& More/Stewart Johnson
& More) Will Vision,
Swordsman, Magdalene
and Deathcry survive the
mind-altering madness of
the Mephisitoid? Collecting
Avengers (1963) #378-388,
Marvel Double Feature:
Avengers/Giant-Man #379-382,
Vision (1994) #1-4 and Captain America (1968)
#440-441. Mike Deodato cover. 504 pg. Rated: T
Scheduled to arrive in Nov. $35.99 [21080292]
DAREDEVIL EPI C
C OLLE C TION : DEAD
MAN’S HAND SC - FC.
(D.G. Chichester & More/M.
C. Wyman & More) Wilson
Fisk has fallen - and wouldbe crime lord the Owl sinks
his talons into New York
City. Collecting Daredevil
(1964) #301-311 and Annual
#8, Nomad (1992) #4-6,
Punisher War Journal (1988) #45-47
and material from Marvel Holiday Special #2.
Scott McDaniel cover. 472 pg. Rated: T Scheduled
to arrive in Dec. $35.99 [21080293]
DEADPOOL EPI C
COLLECTION: CIRCLE
CHASE SC - FC. (Rob Liefeld
& More/Rob Liefeld & More)
Debuting as a fast talking
thorn in Cable and X-Force’s
sides, Deadpool quickly stole
the spotlight. Collecting
New Mutants (1983) #98;
X-Force (1991) #2, #11
and #15; Nomad (1992) #4;
Deadpool: The Circle Chase #1-4;
Secret Defenders #15-17; Deadpool (1994)
#1-4 and material from Avengers (1963) #366 and
Silver Sable & The Wild Pack #23. Rob Liefeld
cover. 472 pg. Rated: T Scheduled to arrive in Dec.
$35.99 [21080294]
FANTASTIC FOUR BY HICKMAN OMNIBUS
VOL. 02 HC (NEW PRINTING) - FC. (Jonathan
Hickman/Greg Tocchini & More) The War of Four
Cities escalates, with the Future Foundation caught
in the middle. But as the Inhumans return to Earth,
and Annihilus’ forces and the Kree armada lay siege
to the planet, will the coming of Galactus turn the
tide - or doom us all? Collecting FF (2011) #6-23
and Fantastic Four (1998) #600-611 and #605.1.
Gabriele Dell’Otto cover. 832 pg. Rated: T Scheduled
to arrive in Mar. [21080295] Giuseppe Camuncoli
cover [21080296] $80.00 (each)
IMMORTAL HULK VOL. 10:
HELL AND DEATH SC - FC.
(Al Ewing/Joe Bennett) The
gamma monsters are back
- converging, one by one,
on New York City. Who can
stop them now? Who can
save us…from the immortal
Hulk? The Avengers will give
it their best shot. Collecting
Immortal Hulk #46-50. Alex Ross
cover. 168 pg. Rated: T+ Scheduled to arrive in
Dec. $15.99 [21080297]

X-Men:
Trial of Magneto #3
(var cvr - Vega)

X-Men: Trial of Magneto #3
(Marvel Masterpieces cvr Joe Jusko)

MARVEL COMICS
Morlocks - and they don’t
mind slaying any X-Men who
get in the way. Collecting
Uncanny X-Men (1981)
#210-219, X-Men Annual
(1970) #10, New Mutants
Annual #2 and Fantastic
Four vs. X-Men #1-4. Barry
Windsor-Smith cover. 496
pg. Rated: T Scheduled to
arrive in Mar. [21080307] Variant cover [21080308]
$80.00 (each)
MARVEL-VERSE: THOR GN
SC - FC. (Roger Langridge
& More/Chris Samnee &
More) Banished to Earth by
his father Odin, Thor starts a
new life, meeting fascinating
people like Jane Foster and battling fearsome foes
like Mr. Hyde. Collecting
Thor The Mighty Avenger #1-2,
Marvel Adventures Super Heroes (2008) #7,
Thor: Crown of Fools, Thor: Where Walk
the Frost Giants and material from Marvel
Adventures Super Heroes (2010) #19. Russell
Dauterman cover. 128 pg. Ages 10 & Up Scheduled
to arrive in Dec. $7.99 [21080309]
M I G H TY M ARVEL
MASTERWORKS:
A M A Z IN G SPIDER MAN VOL. 02 GN SC
- FC. (Stan Lee/Steve
Ditko) Peter Parker has
not been Spider-Man for
very long, but the threats
this newly minted hero
must face are mounting
quickly. Experience the debuts
of Mysterio, Kraven the Hunter, the Scorpion
- and most dastardly of all, the Green Goblin.
Collecting Amazing Spider-Man (1963) #1119 and Amazing Spider-Man Annual (1964)
#1. Michael Cho cover. 288 pg. Ages 10 & Up
Scheduled to arrive in Dec. [21080310] Steve
Ditko cover [21080311] $12.79 (each)
MOON KNIGHT OMNIBUS VOL. 01 HC (NEW
PRINTING) - FC. (Doug Moench & More/Don Perlin
& More) Mercenary. Werewolf hunter. Millionaire
playboy. Cab driver. Super hero? Moon Knight is
many things to many people, and he has the multiple
personalities to match. Collecting Werewolf By
Night (1972) #32-33; Marvel Spotlight (1971)
#28-29; Defenders (1972) #47-50; Spectacular
Spider-Man (1976) #22-23; Marvel Two-InOne (1974) #52; Moon Knight (1980) #1-20 and
Marvel Team-Up Annual #4 - plus material
from Hulk Magazine #11-15, #17-18 and #20;
Marvel Preview #21 and Amazing SpiderMan (1963) #220. David Finch cover. 1016 pg.
Rated: T+ Scheduled to arrive in Feb. [21080312]
Bill Sienkiewicz cover [21080313] $100.00 (each)
M OON KNI G H T
OMNIBUS VOL. 02 HC
- FC. (Doug Moench &
More/Vicente Alcazar
& More) Doug Moench
and Bill Sienkiewicz’s
landmark, critically
acclaimed run comes to
a close. But first Moon
Knight must survive
threats old and new including the madness
of Morpheus, the deadly return of Stained Glass
Scarlet, the devious Black Spectre and a rematch
against the Werewolf by Night. Collecting Moon
Knight (1980) #21-38, Iron Man (1968) #161,
Power Man And Iron Fist (1978) #87, Marvel
Team-Up (1972) #144, Moon Knight (1985) #1-6
and Marvel Fanfare (1982) #30 - plus material
from Solo Avengers #3, Marvel Fanfare (1982)
#38-39 and Marvel Super-Heroes (1990) #1.
Alex Ross cover. 960 pg. Rated: T+ Scheduled
to arrive in Mar. [21080314] Frank Miller cover
[21080315] $100.00 (each)

REIGN OF X VOL. 07 SC - FC. (Ben Percy & More/
Garry Brown & More) Quentin Quire returns to
Krakoa to find a nightmare creature wreaking
havoc on his teammates. The only way to battle
it is on its own turf. Elsewhere, a local prison riot
quickly turns into an escape - and the only ones
who can stop it are… a bunch of high schoolers?
The Children of the Atom are on the case.
Collecting X-Force (2019) #18-19, Children
of the Atom #2, New Mutants (2019) #16-17
and Cable (2020) #9. 160 pg. Parental Advisory
Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $14.39 [21080316]
REPTIL : B RINK OF
EXTINCTION GN SC FC. (Terry Blas & Christos
Gage/Enid Balam & Steve
Uy) Reptil - the dinosaurpowered graduate of
Avengers Academy - is
on the brink of extinction.
In the wake of his
grandfather’s worsening
health, Humberto Lopez has taken
a step back from crimefighting to focus on his
family. Perhaps it’s a sign that he should give up
on becoming a hero and finally come to terms
with his parents’ mysterious disappearance…
or perhaps not. Collecting Reptil #1-4 and
Avengers: The Initiative Featuring Reptil.
Paco Medina cover. 128 pg. Ages 10 & Up
Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $11.19 [21080317]
SHANG-CHI BY GENE
LUEN YANG VOL. 02:
SHANG-CHI VS. THE
UNIVERSE SC - FC. (Gene
Luen Yang/Dike Ruan) The
martial arts master and
his family are back - and
this time, they’re colliding
head-to-head with Earth’s
biggest and best heroes.
Shang-Chi has finally taken his
place as the leader of the Five Weapons Society.
But using a secret evil organization as a force for
good won’t be easy. Collecting Shang-Chi (2021)
#1-6. Leinil Francis Yu cover. 112 pg. Rated: T+
Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $12.79 [21080318]
SPIDER-MEN: WORLDS
COLLIDE SC - FC. (Brian
Michael Bendis/Sara
Pichelli & Mark Bagley) In
the history-making union
of the Marvel and Ultimate
Universes, Spider-Man
comes face-to-face
with…Spider-Man. But
can the wall-crawlers of
two worlds defeat Mysterio, the
Master of Illusions? What will happen when
Miles encounters an older, wiser version of his
inspiration Peter Parker? Or when Peter meets
different versions of Aunt May and Gwen Stacy?
Collecting Spider-Men #1-5 and Spider-Men
II #1-5. Kim Cheung cover. 240 pg. Rated: T+
Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $23.99 [21080319]
THE MARVELS VOL. 01: WAR IN SIANCONG
SC - FC. (Kurt Busiek/Yildiray Cinar) Featuring
Captain America, Spider-Man, the Punisher, the
Human Torch, Storm, the Black Cat, the Golden
Age Vision, Melinda May, Aero, Iron Man, Thor
and more - and introducing brand-new characters.
Get to know Kevin Schumer, an ordinary guy
with some big secrets - and the mysterious
Threadneedle. Collecting The Marvels (2021)
#1-5. Alex Ross cover. 144 pg. Rated: T Scheduled
to arrive in Dec. $12.79 [21080320]
THOR BY DONNY CATES
VOL. 03: REVELATIONS
SC - FC. (Donny Cates
& Aaron Kuder/Michele
Bandini & Aaron Kuder)
Odin has returned. But an air
of tension now sits upon the
throne. Father and son. AllFather and All-Father. Odin
and Thor. Is this relationship
forever doomed, and what does it

mean for the Ten Realms? Collecting Thor (2020)
#15-18 and Thor Annual (2021) #1. Olivier Coipel
cover. 120 pg. Rated: T+ Scheduled to arrive in Dec.
$12.79 [21080321]
WEB OF SPIDER-MAN GN
SC - FC. (Kevin Shinick/Alberto
Alburquerque) Thanks to none
other than Tony Stark, a new
scientific research station for
the teenage heroes of the
Marvel Universe has just been
completed - and Spider-Man
just got an invitation to join.
Working alongside some of your
favorite faces from the MU and with Iron
Man keeping an eye on the Worldwide Engineering
Brigade, surely everything’s going to go great, right?
Collecting W.E.B. of Spider-Man (2021) #1-5.
Gurihiru cover. 112 pg. Ages 10 & Up Scheduled to
arrive in Nov. $11.19 [21080322]
X-MEN: FROM THE
AS H ES S C ( NEW
PRINTING) - FC. (Chris
Claremont/Paul Smith
& More) Is the Phoenix
rising again? It’s the start
of a beautiful friendship
between Kitty Pryde and
Lockheed, but why does
Kitty think Professor
Xavier is a jerk? Storm
battles Callisto, leader of
the outcast mutant Morlocks - but
why is Storm so unsettled, and what will she do
to resolve her inner conflicts? Collecting Uncanny
X-Men (1981) #168-176. Arthur Adams cover.
240 pg. Rated: T Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $23.99
[21080323]
YOUN G AVEN G ERS
BY HEINBERG AND
CHEUNG OMNIBUS HC
- FC. (Allan Heinberg/Jim
Cheung & More) When the
original Avengers disband,
costumed teens Patriot,
Asgardian, Hulkling, Iron
Lad, Hawkeye and Stature
unite to fill the gap. Their
first order of business:
surviving the wrath of
Kang the Conqueror. Second? Weathering the
disapproval of the adult Avengers. Collecting
Young Avengers (2005) #1-12, Young Avengers
Special #1, Avengers: The Children’s Crusade
#1-9, Avengers: The Children’s Crusade - Young
Avengers and material from Uncanny X-Men
(1981) #526. Jim Cheung cover. 600 pg. Rated: T+
Scheduled to arrive in Mar. [21080324] Jim Cheung
cover [21080325] $80.00 (each)

Marvel Action (Young Readers)
M ARVEL A C TION
CLASSICS: SPIDER-MAN
TWO-IN-ONE #4 - (Dezago
& Various/O’Hare & Various)
In The Chameleon Strikes,
Spider-Man goes to enlist in
the Fantastic Four, mistakenly
believing that they make a
salary. Randy Green cover. 48
pg. (7x10) $3.99 [21080326]

Marvel Comics Collectibles
B LA C K PANT H ER
SPELLBOUND NOVEL HC
- (Ronald Smith) Thirteenyear-old T’Challa can’t wait
to go back to America to visit
his friends Sheila and Zeke,
who are staying with Sheila’s
grandmother in Beaumont,
a small Alabama town. As
T’Challa explores the town,
he finds that a man who goes
by the ordinary name of Bob happens to be
everywhere he is - and T’Challa begins to think it’s
no coincidence. 272pgs (6x9) $13.59 [21080327]

FIND MORE DESCRIPTIONS, ART AND PRODUCTS AT WWW.WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM
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INCREDIBLE HULK OMNIBUS
VOL. 01 HC (NEW PRINTING) FC. (Stan Lee & Gary Friedrich/Jack
Kirby & More) Dr. Robert Bruce
Banner may be a mild-mannered
scientist, but after being caught in
a gamma bomb explosion, he was
transformed into the Incredible
Hulk. From the earliest Stan Lee/
Jack Kirby issues, to Steve Ditko’s Tales To
Astonish and the Jade Giant’s return to his own
solo series, Marvel is proud to present everyone’s
favorite man-monster from the very beginning.
Collecting Incredible Hulk (1962) #1-6, Tales to
Astonish (1959) #100, Incredible Hulk (1968)
#102, and material from Tales to Astonish (1959)
#59-99 and #101. Alex Ross cover. 792 pg. All Ages
Scheduled to arrive in Mar. [21080298] Jack Kirby
cover [21080299] $80.00 (each)
INVADERS
OMNIBUS HC - FC.
(Roy Thomas & More/
Frank Robbins & More)
Long before Captain
America led the
Avengers, he joined
the original Human
Torch, Namor the SubMariner and more as
the mightiest heroes
of World War II - the
Invaders. With young
adventurers Bucky and
Toro by their side, they charged into overseas
action, taking on Nazi threats such as Baron
Blood, Master Man, Warrior Woman and the
vilest of them all - the Red Skull. Collecting
Giant-Size Invaders #1-2, Invaders (1975)
#1-41 and Annual #1, Marvel Premiere #2930, Avengers (1963) #71, Invaders (1993) #1-4,
What If? (1977) #4, Fantastic Four Annual
#11, Marvel Two-In-One Annual #1, Marvel
Two-In-One (1974) #20 and material from
Captain America Comics #22. Frank Robbins
cover. 1152 pg. Rated: T Scheduled to arrive in
Feb. [21080300] Gil Kane cover [21080301] Jack
Kirby cover [21080302] $100.00 (each)
KNIGHTS OF PENDRAGON OMNIBUS HC - FC.
(Dan Abnett & John Tomlinson/Gary Erskine & More)
Since the days of King Arthur, the mystical Green
Knight has been the protector and embodiment of
Britain. Now, as Earth faces environmental disaster,
several unlikely champions - including detective Dai
Thomas, reporter Kate McClellan and writer Ben
Gallagher - find themselves empowered to protect
the land. But what are the mysterious spirits of the
Pendragon? Collecting Knights of
Pendragon (1990) #1-18, Knights of
Pendragon (1992) #1-15, Mys-Tech
Wars #1-4 and Dark Guard #1-4.
Alan Davis cover. 1016 pg. Rated: T+
Scheduled to arrive in Feb. [21080303]
Alan Davis Second Series cover
[21080304] $100.00 (each)
MARVEL MASTERWORKS
DOCTOR STRANGE VOL.
10 HC - FC. (Roger Stern &
More/Paul Smith & More) Dr.
Stephen Strange faces some
of his toughest challenges
yet: Dracula is in pursuit of
the mythical book of demonic
power - the Darkhold. Scarlet
Witch, Monica Rambeau,
Blade and Hannibal King join
forces with Doctor Strange to keep it from the
Lord of the Vampires. Collecting Doctor Strange
(1974) #58-73. Frank Cirocco cover. 400 pg. Rated:
T Scheduled to arrive in Feb. [21080305] Variant
cover [21080306] $60.00 (each)
MARVEL MASTERWORKS UNCANNY X-MEN
VOL. 14 HC - FC. (Chris Claremont/Alan Davis
& More) In his first work for Marvel in the U.S.,
iconic artist Alan Davis delivers on a double-sized
New Mutants Annual that introduces Psylocke
to the world of the X-Men. But she’s arrived just as
Sabretooth and the Marauders go on the hunt for

MARVEL COMICS
Man, the Fantastic Four, and Doctor Strange,
illustrated by legendary artists Jack Kirby, Gene
Colan, Tom Palmer, and others. First printed in
1971 by Marvel Comics and the famed black light
publisher Third Eye, Inc., 12 rare images from the
original series of 24 are reproduced here for the
first time. 24 pg. (20x29) $100.00 [21080331]

MARVEL GALLERY PVC STATUE: SPIDERMAN (COMIC) - This approximately 10-inch
sculpture is made of high-quality PVC and
features detailed sculpting and paint applications.
Designed by Nelson X. Asencio and hand-sculpted
by Jean St. Jean. Scheduled to arrive in Dec.
$41.24 [21080332]

DC COMICS
Challenge of the Super Sons #7

WESTFIELD COMICS WOW! ITEMS SCHEDULED TO SHIP BEGINNING IN OCTOBER 2021

M ARVEL UNTOLD
NOVEL : DARK
AVENGERS - PATRIOT
LIST SC - B&W. (David
Guymer) Under Norman
Osborn’s jurisdiction,
the Avengers have been
secretly re-formed with
the very worst of supervillains. When S.H.I.E.L.D.
loyalists break into the
Avengers tower and steal footage that will
compromise Osborn’s reign, it’s only the first move
in a conspiracy to undermine the Dark Avengers.
352 pg. (5x8) $13.56 [21080334]
MARVEL VALUE STAMPS VISUAL HISTORY
HC - FC. (Roy Thomas) In 1974, Marvel Comics
publisher Stan Lee devised an ingenious promotional
campaign - Marvel Value Stamps, which appeared
on the letters pages of their monthly comics.
Readers could cut out all 100 of these super hero
and super villain stamps and place them in a special
mail-order booklet. Once complete, these stamp
books could then be redeemed for special discounts
and exclusive merchandise. The program was so

successful, a second set was released in 1975.
And now, for the first time, these original stamp
books, stamps, and all of the surrounding ephemera
and source material are collected into one volume.
368 pg. (6x9) Relist. Previous orders are cancelled.
$19.99 [21080335]

POP! MARVEL VINYL FIGURES: LOKI - From
the new Marvel Studios television series Loki
comes POP! figures of Loki[21080338], Mobius
[21080339], and Ravonna [21080336]. Each
figure stands 3¾” tall. $10.04 (each)
POP! MARVEL VINYL FIGURE:
SHANG-CHI - SHANG-CHI - Get
ready to add your favorite characters
from Shang-Chi and the Legend of
the Ten Rings to your Funko collection.
Measures about 3¾” tall. $10.04
[21080340]
STORY OF MARVEL STUDIOS:
M AKIN G OF T H E
MARVEL CINEMATIC
UNIVERSE - FC. (Tara
Bennett/Paul Terry)
The Story of Marvel
Studios is the firstever, fully authorized,
all-access history of
Marvel Studios’ creation
of the Marvel Cinematic Universe, as told by the
producers, writers, directors, concept artists, VFX
artists, cast, and crew who brought it to life. 512 pg.
(12x10) $120.00 [21080342]

FIND THESE AND MANY MORE DC COMICS TITLES AT
WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM/section/catalog-AUG21-dC

DC Comic Sets

DC COMICS SET (52) [AUG21] This set contains the following
52 titles at an extra reduced
price: Action Comics #1036;
Aquaman / Green Arrow:
Deep Target #1; Aquaman: The
Becoming #2; Arkham City: The
Order of the World #1; Batman
#114; Batman #115; Batman /
Fortnite One-Shot # ; Batman
‘89 #3; Batman Secret Files:
Peacekeeper-01 #1; Batman:
The Adventures Continue
Season Two #5; Batman: Urban
Legends #8; Black Manta #2;
Blue & Gold #4; Catwoman
#36; Challenge of the Super
Sons #7; Checkmate #5; Crush
& Lobo #5; DC vs. Vampires #1;
Deathstroke Inc. #2; Detective
Comics #1044; Flash #775;
Future State: Gotham #6; Green
Lantern #7; Harley Quinn #8;
Harley Quinn: The Animated
Series - The Eat. Bang. Kill
Tour #2; I Am Batman #2;
Joker #8; Joker Presents: A
Puzzlebox #3; Justice League
#69; Justice League Infinity #4;
Justice League: Last Ride #6;
Legends of The Dark Knight
#6; Mister Miracle: The Source of Freedom #6; Nightwing #85; Nubia & The Amazons #1;
Pennyworth #3; Robin #7; RWBY / Justice League #7; Shazam! #4; Suicide Squad #8; Suicide
Squad: King Shark #2; Superman ‘78 #3; Superman vs. Lobo #2; Superman: Son of Kal-El #4;
Swamp Thing #8; Task Force Z #1; Teen Titans Academy #8; Titans United #2; Wonder Girl
#6; Wonder Woman #780; Wonder Woman Historia: The Amazons #1; and Wonder Woman:
Black & Gold #5. $139.88 [S2108005]
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MARVEL LEGENDS IN 3D
BUST: GREEN GOBLIN
(1/2 SCALE) - Limited
to only 1,000 pieces, it
comes packaged
with a numbered
certificate of
authenticity in a fullcolor box. Designed by
Joe Allard, sculpted by
Alterton. Scheduled to
arrive in Dec. $142.50
[21080333]

Harley Quinn #8

All images TM & © 2021 DC Comics. All rights reserved.

CAPTAIN AMERICA:
ULTIMATE GUIDE HC
(NEW EDITION) - FC.
(Matt Forbeck & Various)
With a foreword by Stan
Lee, Captain America:
The Ultimate Guide:
New Edition celebrates
the 80th Anniversary
of the iconic Captain
America. Delve into the long and storied history
of the First Avenger, from his service in World
War II to the earth-shattering events of the
Infinity Wars and Empyre. 200 pg. (9x11)
$19.99 [21080329]
FALCON & WINTER SOLDIER
NENDOROID ACTION FIGURE:
WINTER SOLDIER (DELUXE)
- He comes with two face
plates including a standard
expression and a combat
expression. Optional parts include
his handgun and an effect part for
his handgun for recreating combat
scenes. Scheduled to arrive in Feb.
$85.24 [21080330]
MARVEL CLASSIC
B LA C K LI G H T
COLLECTIBLE
POSTER PORTFOLIO
- FC. (Roy Thomas/Jack
Kirby & Gene Colan)
A collectible portfolio
featuring 12 frameable
black light posters
of Marvel Comics
characters, including
Captain America, SpiderMan, the Hulk, Thor, Iron

BATMAN SET (22) [AUG21] - This
set contains the following 22 titles
at an extra reduced price: Arkham
City: The Order of the World #1;
Batman #114; Batman #115; Batman / Fortnite One-Shot # ; Batman ‘89 #3; Batman Secret Files:
Peacekeeper-01 #1; Batman: The Adventures Continue Season Two #5; Batman: Urban Legends
#8; Catwoman #36; Challenge of the Super Sons #7; Detective Comics #1044; Future State: Gotham
#6; Harley Quinn #8; Harley Quinn: The Animated Series - The Eat. Bang. Kill Tour #2; I Am Batman
#2; Joker #8; Joker Presents: A Puzzlebox #3; Legends of The Dark Knight #6; Nightwing #85;
Pennyworth #3; Robin #7; and Task Force Z #1. $59.78 [S2108006]

DC COMICS

Action Comics #1036

Catwoman: Lonely City #1

ACTION COMICS #1036 - (Johnson & Lewis/
Sampere & Basri) The Warworld Saga begins. After
learning of an enslaved race with mysterious ties to
Krypton, Superman and the Authority travel across
the galaxy to dethrone the new Mongul and liberate
Warworld. Daniel Sampere cover. 40 pg. $3.99 See
the Superman Set for art. [21080430] Julian Totino
Tedesco Card Stock cover $4.79 [21080431]
A Q UA M AN /
GREEN ARROW:
DEEP TAR G ET
#1 - [of 7]
(Brandon Thomas/
Ronan Cliquet)
The shadowy
organization known
as Scorpio has
resurfaced, and it’s
larger than before.
While looting the
past for artifacts
and treasure, they
have somehow
altered the timeline,
and only Aquaman and Green Arrow can fix it.
Marco Santucci cover. $3.19 [21080432] Inhyuk
Lee Card Stock cover $3.99 [21080433]

AQUAMAN: THE BECOMING #2 - [of 6] (Thomas/
Olortegui & Von Grawbadger) Someone launched a
terrorist attack on Atlantis, and Jackson Hyde is the
prime suspect. Despite Mera’s best efforts to defend
Jackson against the accusations of the Atlantean
guard, the evidence is mounting and time’s running
out. David Talaski cover. $3.19 [21080434] Khary
Randolph Card Stock cover $3.99 [21080435]
ARKHAM CITY:
THE ORDER OF
T H E WORLD
#1 - [of 6] (Dan
Watters/Dani) The
Joker’s attack on
Arkham Asylum
left the longstanding Gotham
establishment in
ruin, most of the
patients killed or
missing, and only a
handful of surviving
staff. In the chaos
of the assault, it is believed that several of the
asylum’s patients escaped and scurried off into
the dark nooks and crannies of Gotham City. Now,
these Arkhamites walk among us, and it’s up to the
Asylum’s one remaining doctor, Jocasta Joy, to round

DC BLACK LABEL SET (8) [AUG21] - This set contains the following 8 titles at an extra reduced
price: Batman / Catwoman #8; Batman vs. Bigby! A Wolf In Gotham #2; Batman: Reptilian
#5; Batman: The Imposter #1; Catwoman: Lonely City #1; Human Target # ; Nice House on
the Lake #5; and Refrigerator Full of Heads #1. $23.92 [S2108008]
up her former patients. Sam Wolfe Connelly cover.
$3.19 [21080436] Francesco Mattina Card Stock
cover $3.99 [21080437]
BATMAN
#114 - (Tynion
IV/Jiménez)
Batman is
racing against
time to stop
Gotham
City from
tearing itself
apart as the
Scarecrow’s
long game
is revealed.
Back-up by
Brandon
Thomas
and Jason
Howard. Clownhunter has been doused with Fear
Toxin at the hands of the Scarecrow, and he is living
out every anxiety, moment of pain, and heartbreak
he’s ever had. Jorge Jiménez cover. 40 pg. $3.99
[21080438] Jorge Molina Card Stock cover $4.79
[21080439]

BATMAN #115 - (Tynion IV/Jiménez) Batman and
Miracle Molly are all that stands between Gotham
City and absolute insanity. But an unhinged Simon
Saint brings all the resources of the Magistrate to
bear on the Dark Knight…is victory at hand for the
Scarecrow? Back-up by Becky Cloonan. Michael
W. Conrad and Jorge Corona. Batgirls Cassandra
Cain and Stephanie Brown have each other’s backs
no matter what—even if it means punching some

DC Comics Variant Covers

Aquaman / Green Arrow:
Deep Target #1 (card stock
cvr - Inhyuk Lee)

Arkham City: Order of the
World #1 (card stock cvr Francesco Mattina)

Batman #114
(card stock cvr Jorge Molina)

Batman #115
(card stock cvr Jorge Molina)

Batman '89 #3
(card stock cvr Lee Weeks)

Batman Secret Files:
Peacekeeper-01 #1 (card
stock cvr - Tyler Kirkham)

Batman: The Adventures
Continue Season Two #5
(card stock cvr - Juni Ba)

Batman: Audio Advs
Special (card stock cvr Francis Manapul)
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SUPERMAN SET (5) [AUG21] - This set contains the following 5 titles at an extra reduced price:
Action Comics #1036; Challenge of the Super Sons #7; Superman ‘78 #3; Superman vs. Lobo
#2; and Superman: Son of Kal-El #4. $14.35 [S2108007]

All images TM & © 2021 DC Comics. All rights reserved.

DC COMICS
Magistrate soldier butt, and putting an even bigger
target on their backs. Jorge Jiménez cover. 40 pg.
$3.99 [21080440] Jorge Molina Card Stock cover
$4.79 [21080441]
BATMAN / FORTNITE
ONE-SHOT - (Scott
Snyder, Christos Gage
& Donald Mustard/
Joshua Hixson) Directly
from the Batman/
Fortnite: Zero Point miniseries comes an oversized
one-shot that brings the action from the island to
Gotham City. Greg Capullo & Jonathan Glapion
cover. One-Shot 48 pg. $3.99 [21080442] Alex Garner
Card Stock cover $4.79 [21080443]
BATMAN ‘89 #3 (Hamm/Quinones)
As the fire rages at
Royal Auto, Harvey
Dent lies trapped
inside, unconscious
and in danger. Can
Bruce Wayne get
to Harvey in time?
Joe Quinones cover.
$3.19 [21080444]
Lee Weeks Card
Stock cover $3.99
[21080445]
BATMAN
SE C RET FILES :
PEACEKEEPER-01 - FC.
(James Tynion IV & Ed
Brisson/Joshua Hixson)
Picking up after the events
of Fear State: Alpha,
follow Sean Mahoney,
a.k.a. Peacekeeper-01, in
the wake of his exposure
to highly potent Fear
Toxin at the hands of
the Scarecrow. Mahoney
finds himself frantically reflecting on his past as a
GCPD officer, and then as a prison guard at Arkham
Asylum—all while desperately attempting to keep
his mind from fracturing. Rafael Sarmento cover.
40 pg. $3.99 [21080446] Tyler Kirkham Card Stock
cover $4.79 [21080447]
BATMAN: THE ADVENTURES CONTINUE
SEASON TWO #5 - [of 7] (Dini & Burnett/Burchett)
An old face returns to Gotham when former Mayor
Emerson Mayfield steps out of retirement, looking
to once again rise to power. But Batman isn’t thrilled
with the Mayor’s homecoming. Jamal Campbell
cover. $3.19 [21080448] Juni Ba Card Stock cover
$3.99 [21080449]
BATMAN:
T H E AUDIO
ADVENTURES
SPECIAL - (Dennis
McNicholas, Bobby
Moynihan, Heidi
Gardner, Paul Scheer
& More/Leonardo
Romero, Juni Ba
&More) The stories
behind the stories
behind the hit HBO
Max scripted original
podcast. And unless
you’ve been living
in a cave, you know that after years of rumors we

find out not only is the Batman real, not only is he
one of the good guys, turns out, he’s gonna be a
cop. With special appearances by King Scimitar,
Stoveplate Sullivan, Billy Wristwatch, and others.
Dave Johnson cover. One-Shot, Prestige Format 80
pg. $7.99 [21080450] Francis Manapul Card Stock
cover $8.79 [21080451]
B AT M AN : T H E
LONG HALLOWEEN
SPECIAL - (Jeph
L o e b / Ti m S a l e )
Twenty-five years
ago, you thought
you knew the whole
story of Batman: The
Long Halloween.
N o w, l e g e n d a r y
creators Jeph Loeb
and Tim Sale return to
Gotham City to reveal
that no secret remains buried forever. Tim Sale
cover. Prestige Format 48 pg. [21080452] Tim Sale
Variant cover [21080453] $6.39 (each)
BATMAN: URBAN
LEGENDS #8 - (Wong,
Thomas, Watters &
Ward/Georgiev,
Tormey, Cizmesija &
Ward) Batwoman: Fear
State tie-in. Someone
has hacked into the
Oracle Network and
has started spreading
information. What
is true and which is
false? Outsiders: Fear State tie-in. Scarecrow has
stirred Gotham City into a panic, and it’s awakened
one of his first students he experimented on, a man
turned into a monster known as The Fearful. Azrael:
Azrael, the last acolyte of the Order of St. Dumas,
has returned to the streets of Gotham City after
serving with the Justice League. He’s convinced
he’s strayed too far from his purpose. Professor
Pyg: Batman hunts down Professor Pyg in order
to find the victim of a kidnapping. Colleen Doran
cover. Prestige Format 64 pg. [21080454] Khary
Randolph cover [21080455] Riccardo Federici cover
[21080456] $6.39 (each)
BLACK MANTA #2 - [of 6]
(Brown/De Landro) Black
Manta and Gallous pursue
a deadly metal, coveted
across the seven seas...a
metal that kills anyone
with Atlantean DNA. Is it
this terrible treasure that
summons Torrid, a woman
from Black Manta’s past,
who just literally broke out of Hell to attack him?
Valentine De Landro cover. $3.19 [21080457] Sanford
Greene Card Stock cover [21080458]
BLUE & GOLD #4 - [of 8]
(Jurgens/Sook, Jurgens
& Maguire) Booster
Gold and Blue Beetle
find running a superhero
business together more
difficult than it looks
when these inseparable
friends end up on the
verge of a breakup. What could be the cause of
such a schism? Ryan Sook cover. $3.19 [21080459]

DETECTIVE COMICS #1044 - (Tamaki/Mora) When the terrorist organization known as The Red
Crown took control of Mayor Nakano’s personal security detail, only the Batman could protect Gotham’s
highest-ranking city official from death. But when the pair is thrust into the sewers below, a much more
sinister threat lurks in the darkness. Back-up by Stephanie Phillips and David Lapham. Mayor Nakano
has given the green light for a brand-new Arkham Tower to be erected in the heart of Gotham City. Dan
Mora cover. 40 pg. $3.99 [21080472] Lee Bermejo Card Stock cover $4.79 [21080473]
CATWOMAN #36 - (Ram
V/Vakueva) As Ivy senses
Queen Ivy’s presence and
her behavior becomes
increasingly erratic,
Catwoman decides that
she is too vulnerable to
keep in Alleytown and a
plan is hatched to get her
out of Gotham. But to do
it, she’s going to need the
help of The Riddler. Yanick
Paquette cover. $3.19 [21080460] Jenny Frison Card
Stock cover$3.99 [21080461]
CHALLENGE OF THE SUPER SONS #7 - [of 7]
(Tomasi/Raynor) The boys have saved just about
every single member of the Justice League from a
horrendous fate at the hands of the Doom Scroll…
can they save themselves? Simone Di Meo cover.
See the DC Comics Set for art. $3.19 [21080462]
Riley Rossmo Card Stock cover $3.99 [21080463]

C H E C K M ATE # 5 (Bendis/Maleev) The
Daemon Rose Identity…
revealed. As Checkmate
digs deeper, it’s obvious
that what Leviathan is
selling is a dirty lie that
cannot sustain itself…
so Checkmate has to…
infiltrate Leviathan. Alex
Maleev cover. $3.19
[21080464] Matt Taylor
Card Stock cover $3.99
[21080465]
CRUSH & LOBO #5 - [of 8] (Tamaki/Nahuelpan)
Lobo left a trail of destruction across the galaxy
that’s…honestly pretty easy to follow. But even
though Crush thinks she’s seen it all, nothing can
prepare her for what she finds when her father’s trail
goes cold… Sweeney Boo cover. $3.19 [21080466]
Brian Stelfreeze Card Stock cover $3.99 [21080467]

DC Comics Variant Covers

Batman: The Long
Halloween Special
(var cvr - Tim Sale)
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Batman:
Urban Legends #8
(var cvr - Khary Randolph)

Catwoman #36
(card stock cvr Jenny Frison)

Challenge of the Super
Sons #7 (card stock cvr Riley Rossmo)
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Crush & Lobo #5
(card stock cvr - Brian
Stelfreeze)

DC vs. Vampires #1
(card stock cvr Francesco Mattina)

Deathstroke Inc. #2
(card stock cvr Francesco Mattina)

Detective Comics #1044
(card stock cvr Lee Bermejo)

DC COMICS
JOKER PRESENTS:
A PUZZLEBOX #3
- [of 7] (Rosenberg/
Merino, Stanton & Ba)
The Joker continues
story time with
two more terrifying
tales of this twisted
treasure hunt. First,
Black Mask is out for
revenge. Then, Killer
Moth must team-up
with Man-Bat. Chip
Zdarsky cover. 40 pg. $3.99 [21080489] Card Stock
cover $4.79 [21080490]
JUSTICE LEAGUE
INFINITY #4 - [of 7]
(DeMatteis & Tucker/
Beavers) After being
whisked across the
Multiverse, Wonder
Woman finds herself
trapped on a desolate
planet with the last
person she’d ever
expect to find:
Darkseid. James
Stokoe cover. $3.19
[21080493]

JUSTICE LEAGUE: LAST RIDE #6 - [of 7] (Zdarsky/
Mendonça) The Justice League is stranded on an
Apokolips that’s deadlier than ever, with Earth in
its crosshairs. And while the League battles with
hordes and the clock, they’re presented with the
ultimate quandary—protect the galaxy’s most
ruthless bounty hunter Lobo, sacrifice him, or do
something…more unspeakable. Darick Robertson
cover. $3.19 [21080494] Michael Choi Card Stock
cover $3.99 [21080495]
LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT #6 - (Cloonan
& Rosenberg/Ruan & Tormey) Two Gotham
City horror stories. One following a possessed
Solomon Grundy and the other a story where
Batman is forced to join forces with Killer Croc.
Dike Ruan cover. $3.19 [21080496] Becky Cloonan
Card Stock cover $3.99 [21080497]
MISTER MIRACLE: THE
SOURCE OF FREEDOM
#6 - [of 6] (Easton/Ossio)
With the help of Oberon,
Shilo travels to the
revolution that sparked
N’Vir’s mission in the first
place, hoping to end this
conflict with N’Vir once
and for all. But there is
more to this revolution
than Shilo realizes. Yanick
Paquette cover. $3.19 [21080498] Valentine De
Landro Card Stock cover $3.99 [21080499]
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DC VS. VAMPIRES #1 - [of 12] (James Tynion IV
& Matthew Rosenberg/Otto Schmidt) The Justice
League has long protected Earth from all manner
of foreign and alien invaders over the years,
always keeping a vigilant eye to the skies for the
next threat. But what if the threat was already
walking the Earth…hiding in plain sight…
watching…waiting for their moment to strike…
Otto Schmidt cover. $3.19 [21080468] Francesco
Mattina Card Stock cover $3.99 [21080469]
DEATHSTROKE INC. #2 - (Williamson/Porter)
The secret organization T.R.U.S.T assigns
Deathstroke’s new team an over-the-top mission:
head into deep space and stop Cyborg Superman
from spreading his consciousness to every
machine in the Multiverse. Howard Porter cover.
$3.19 [21080470] Francesco Mattina Card Stock
cover $3.99 [21080471]
DETECTIVE COMICS #1044 - See the previous
page for art and description.
FLASH #775 - (Adams/
Pasarin) When a
mysterious glaive crashlands in the middle of
Central City, the Flash
must race against time
to stop its ill effects, all
while keeping an army
of super-villains from
obtaining this unknown
and sinister cosmic
prize. Brandon Peterson
cover. 48 pg. $3.99 [21080474] Jorge Corona Card
Stock cover $4.79 [21080475]
FUTURE STATE :
GOTHAM #6 - B&W.
(Williamson & Culver/
Milonogiannis) Hunt
the Batman reaches its
penultimate chapter.
Jason Todd, now known
as Peacekeeper Red, must
join forces with The Next
Batman to defeat the new
supervillain Warmonger.
Simone Di Meo cover. $3.19
[21080476] Rose Besch
Card Stock cover $3.99 [21080477]

GREEN LANTERN #7 - (Thorne/Raney & Santucci)
The mystery of the Dark Sectors begins to unravel. To
rescue Kilowog and his squad of surviving Lanterns,
John enters the realm of the Golden Centurions and
their mysterious master, the Lightbringer. Bernard
Chang cover. 40 pg. $3.99 [21080478] Marco
Santucci Card Stock cover $4.79 [21080479]
HARLEY QUINN #8 - (Phillips/Rossmo) Sorry,
Harley’s not here right now, but this is her trusted
sidekick Kevin. I just hope that Harley’s mission to
Alley Town with Catwoman and the Gardener is
successful in finding the missing piece of Poison
Ivy that could be the key to saving Gotham. Riley
Rossmo cover. See the Batman Set for art. $3.19
[21080480] Derrick Chew Card Stock cover $3.99
[21080481]
HARLEY QUINN:
T H E ANI M ATED
SERIES - THE EAT.
BANG. KILL TOUR
#2 - [of 6] (Franklin/
Sarin) Harley and Ivy
head to Catwoman’s
to ask for a massive
favor. Meanwhile,
Commissioner
Gordon, on the hunt
for the chaos queen
herself, crosses a line
he might not be able to come back from… Max
Sarin cover. $3.19 [21080482] Babs Tarr Card
Stock cover $3.99 [21080483]

I AM BATMAN #2 - (Ridley/Segovia) Jace Fox is on
the streets as Batman, fighting the misinformation
and violence flooding Gotham City during Fear State.
What mysterious connection exists between the
Magistrate and the villain Arkadine? Olivier Coipel
cover. $3.19 [21080484] Francesco Mattina Card
Stock cover $3.99 [21080485]
JOKER #8 - (Tynion
IV & Johns/March &
Boo) Jim Gordon was
warned, to “head back
to the light while you
still can,” but his quest
to apprehend The Joker
is taking him deeper
into darkness. Punchline
Back-Up: It’s a jailbreak
as Bluebird must escape
from Blackgate before Punchline and her gang can
murder her. Guillem March Card Stock cover. 40 pg.
[21080486] Acky Bright cover [21080487] Jorge
Molina cover [21080488] $4.79 (each)

JUSTICE LEAGUE #69 - (Bendis & Ram V/Oum & Kumar) The superspies of Checkmate poke
their sneaky noses where they do not belong, and the Justice League are not happy about it. In
fact, most of the League isn’t even happy Checkmate exists. In Justice League Dark, Zatanna is
locked in a battle with the greatest sorcerer of all time—Merlin. David Marquez cover. 40 pg.
$3.99 [21080491] Alexander Lozano Card Stock cover $4.79 [21080492]

DC Comics Variant Covers

Future State: Gotham #6
(card stock cvr Rose Besch)

Green Lantern #7
(card stock cvr Marco Santucci)

Harley Quinn #8
(card stock cvr Derrick Chew)

I Am Batman #2
(card stock cvr Francesco Mattina)

Joker #8
(var cvr Acky Bright)

Joker #8
(var cvr Jorge Molina)

Justice League:
Last Ride #6 (card stock
cvr - Michael Choi)

Nightwing #85
(card stock cvr Jamal Campbell)
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DC COMICS
NI G H TWIN G # 8 5 (Taylor/Rodriguez) Babs
takes the Anti-Oracle
attack on her Oracle
Network personally, and
she suits up as Batgirl,
accompanying Nightwing
and Tim Drake to track
down who is responsible.
Bruno Redondo cover.
$3.19 [21080500] Jamal
Campbell Card Stock cover
$3.99 [21080501]
NU B IA & T H E
A M A Z ONS # 1 [of 6] (Vita Ayala &
Stephanie Williams/
Alitha Martinez) After
the events of Infinite
Frontier, Nubia
becomes queen of
Themyscira, but the
new title also brings
challenges. With the
unexpected arrival
of new Amazons,
our hero is forced to
reckon with her past
and forge a new path forward for her sisters. Alitha
Martinez cover. Rated: 17+ $3.19 [21080502] Maika
Sozo Card Stock cover $3.99 [21080503]
PENNYWORTH #3 - [of
7] (Wilson/Gedeon) As
Alfred fights his way
through the tunnels below
the North Pole base, he
searches for information
about the Soviets’ bizarre
weapons. Jorge Fornés
cover. $3.19 [21080504]
RO B IN # 7 (Williamson/
Melnikov) It’s the one
thing Damian Wayne
didn’t see coming his
way in the Lazarus
Tournament. As Robin
battles for the secrets
of eternal life against
the deadliest killers
on the planet, can he
survive…a girlfriend?
Simone Di Meo cover. $3.19 [21080505] Francis
Manapul Card Stock cover $3.99 [21080506]
RWBY / JUSTICE
LEAGUE #7 - [of 7]
(Bennett/Hetrick) The
tide has shifted around
Remnant, and Team
RWBY is on their heels.
They’re surrounded on
all sides with nowhere
left to turn. Mirka
Andolfo cover. $3.19
[21080507] Simone Di
Meo Card Stock cover
$3.99 [21080508]

SHAZAM! #4 - [of 4]
(Sheridan/Henry) Once
inside the Rock of
Eternity, Shazam comes
face to face with an
old acquaintance…
who is also a complete
stranger. Confused? So
is Billy. Clayton Henry
cover. $3.19 [21080509]
Will Murai Card Stock
cover $3.99 [21080510]
SUICIDE SQUAD #8 (Thompson/Pansica &
Ferreira) Hell and Back
part 2. Stuck in Hell, the
Squad’s only chance for
survival is…Ambush Bug?
Meanwhile, Peacemaker
and his crew fight for
survival as they hunt for
the Swamp Thing. Eduardo
Pansica cover. $3.19 [21080511] Gerald Parel Card
Stock cover $3.99 [21080512]
SUICIDE SQUAD: KING
SHARK #2 - [of 6] (Seeley/
Kolins) King Shark and his
unwilling tagalong, The
Defacer, find themselves
trapped in the Wild Realm.
Now while King Shark
has to fight a horde of
challengers in The Wild
Games, The Defacer is
immersed in a twisted
conspiracy. Trevor Hairsine cover. $3.19 [21080513]
Jorge Molina Card Stock cover $3.99 [21080514]
SUPER M AN ‘ 7 8
#3 - [of 6] (Venditti/
Torres) In order to
save Metropolis,
Superman must
surrender to Brainiac
or watch his city burn
to the ground. After
being taken aboard
B r a i n i a c ’s s h i p ,
Superman finds a
shocking piece of his
past that changes his
entire future. Amy Reeder cover. $3.19 [21080515]
Lee Weeks Card Stock cover $3.99 [21080516]
SUPERMAN VS.
LOBO #2 - (Seeley
& Beattie/Andolfo)
When the godlike
alien Numen brings
the planets Krypton
and Czarnia back
from the grave, he
makes a terrible
error and puts
Superman and Lobo
on the wrong home
planets. Mirka Andolfo cover. Prestige Plus Format
48 pg. (8½x11) Rated: 17+ [21080517] Fico Ossio
cover [21080518] $5.59 (each)

SUPERMAN:
SON OF KALEL #4 - (Taylor/
Timms) Kal-El
has left, and
the weight of
the world now
rests on his
son’s shoulders.
Powerful forces
have been
threatened by
Jon Kent’s first
leaps in his
father’s boots.
John Timms cover. $3.19 [21080519] Inhyuk Lee
Card Stock cover $3.99 [21080520]
SWAMP THING #8 - [of 10] (Ram V/Perkins) With
Levi making his choice, the new avatar of the Green
draws one step closer to escaping the clutches of
the Suicide Squad. But is it already too late? Mike
Perkins cover. $3.19 [21080521] Francesco Mattina
Card Stock cover $3.99 [21080522]

TASK FORCE Z #1 - (Matthew Rosenberg/Eddy
Barrows) Bane. Man-Bat. The Arkham Knight.
Sundowner. Mr. Bloom. Red Hood. They are Task
Force Z, and death was just the beginning...
On A-DAY, the attack on Arkham Asylum left
hundreds of Gotham’s most cunning and deranged
criminals dead…now, a mysterious benefactor
has activated the government’s Task Force clause
to bring them back as the ultimate army of the
night. Eddy Barrows cover. $3.19 [21080523]
Tyler Kirkham Card Stock cover $3.99 [21080524]
TEEN TITANS
ACADEMY #8 (Sheridan/Sandoval)
It’s Halloween at
the Academy. That
means homecoming
is fast approaching.
With the freshmen
excited about
getting in touch with
their spooky sides,
the faculty, again,
grapples with the
scary threat posed
by their rogue student, the mysterious Red X. Rafa
Sandoval cover. $3.19 [21080525] Philip Tan Card
Stock cover $3.99 [21080526]
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Suicide Squad:
King Shark #2 (card stock
cvr - Jorge Molina)

Superman ‘78 #3
(card stock cvr Lee Weeks)

WONDER GIRL #6 (Jones/Del Duca) After
encountering Wonder
Girl and Artemis, Yara
believes that she needs
to find her lost sisters.
Only they hold the
answers to the trauma
of her past and fear of
the future. All will be
revealed as Yara meets
Potira. Matteo Scalera
cover. $3.19 [21080529]
Stanley “Artgerm” Lau
Card Stock cover $3.99 [21080530]
WONDER WOMAN
#780 - (Cloonan &
Conrad/Moore) After
the events of Death
Metal, Diana finally
makes it back from
her unforgettable
odyssey through the
Sphere of the Gods.
Has the world moved
on without her? Travis
Moore cover. 40 pg.
$3.99 [21080531] Becky
Cloonan Card Stock
cover $4.79 [21080532]
WONDER
WOMAN 80TH
ANNIVERSARY
100-PAGE SUPER
SPECTACULAR FC. (Becky Cloonan,
Michael W. Conrad,
Jordie Bellaire,
Mark Waid,
Tom King, Steve
Orlando, G. Willow
Wilson, Amy
Reeder & More/Jim
Cheung, Paulina
Ganucheau, José
Luis García-López,
Amy Reeder, Evan “Doc” Shaner, Isaac Goodheart,
Gabriel Picolo & More) A one-of-a-kind special
showcasing Wonder Woman’s past, present,
and future. Features work from some of the
very best in the comic industry along with bright
young stars ready to share the spotlight with
Diana. Yanick Paquette cover. Prestige Format
96 pg. [21080533] Amy Reeder cover [21080534]
Bruce Timm cover [21080535] Cat Staggs cover
[21080536] Cliff Chiang cover [21080537] Jen
Bartel cover [21080538] Michael Cho cover
[21080539] Travis Moore cover [21080540] Will
Murai cover [21080541] $7.99 (each)

DC Black Label Variant Covers

DC Comics Variant Covers

Nubia & The Amazons #1
(card stock cvr Maika Sozo)

TITANS UNITED
#2 - [of 7] (Scott/Luis
& Trindade) Gueststarring Hawk and
Dove. The Titans
uncover a plot against
them. Someone has
been stealing their
powers, but who?
Jamal Campbell cover.
$3.19 [21080527] Kael
Ngu Card Stock cover
$3.99 [21080528]

Task Force Z #1
(var cvr Tyler Kirkham)

WESTFIELD COMICS WOW! ITEMS SCHEDULED TO SHIP BEGINNING IN OCTOBER 2021

Titans United #2
(card stock cvr Kael Ngu)

Batman/Catwoman #8
(var cvr Travis Charest)

Batman: The Imposter #1
(var cvr Lee Bermejo)

Catwoman: Lonely City #1
(var cvr Cliff Chiang)

DC COMICS

DC Horror
DC
H ORROR
PRESENTS: SOUL
PLUMBER #1 - [of 6]
(Marcus Parks, Henry
Zebrowski & Ben
Kissel/John McCrea)
After attending a
seminar hosted in
a hotel conference
room by a mysterious
group called the Soul
Plumbers, Edgar
Wiggins, disgraced
former seminary school
student, discovers what he thinks is the secret to
delivering souls from the thrall of Satan. But after
stealing the blueprints and building the machine
himself, Edgar misses the demon and instead
pulls out an inter-dimensional alien. John McCrea
cover. Rated: 17+ $3.19 [21080546] Tom Neeley
Card Stock cover $3.99 [21080547]
D C H ORROR
PRESENTS : T H E
C ON J URIN G T H E LOVER # 5
- [of 5] (JohnsonM cGol dr i c k, O g l e
& Stanton/Brown,
Stanton & Johnson)
Manipulated by the
Occultist, Jessica has
done the unthinkable
and murdered her
best friend, but her
torments are far
f r o m o v e r. T h e n ,
Domo Stanton tells the tale of the Occultist’s
Chalice. Bill Sienkiewicz cover. Rated: 17+ $3.19
[21080548] Ryan Brown Card Stock cover $3.99
[21080549]

DC Milestone
HARDWARE:
SEASON ONE #3 [of 6] (Thomas/Cowan
& Sienkiewicz) So
long, Dakota—Curtis
Metcalf is on the
move. He’s tracked
down Edwin Alva’s
former partner, Asher
Sim, in Singapore to
get the truth about
their early days.
Mateus Manhanini
cover $3.19 [21080550] Denys Cowan Card Stock
cover $3.99 [21080551]
ICON & ROCKET:
SEASON ONE
#4 - [of 6] (Hudlin &
Chills/Braithwaite &
Currie) At this point,
it feels like there’s
nobody on Earth
who isn’t hunting for
Icon and Rocket—
and as powerful as
they may be, there’s
always a way to get to
someone’s friends or
family. Taurin Clarke cover. $3.19 [21080552] Doug
Braithwaite Card Stock cover $3.99 [21080553]
STATIC: SEASON ONE #5 - [of 6] (Ayala/
Chriscross & Draper-Ivey) Here’s the good
news: Static knows where the government is
imprisoning the Bang Babies it’s rounded up off
the streets of Dakota. Here’s the bad news: once
he’s inside, he may not be getting out. Khary
Randolph cover. $3.19 [21080554] Nikolas DraperIvey Card Stock cover $3.99 [21080555]

DC Black Label
B AT M AN /
CATWOMAN
#8 - [of 12]
(King/Sharp)
Setting new
boundaries in
their relationship
leads to conflict
at home and on
the mean streets
of Gotham for
Batman and
Catwoman. With
opportunists like
the Penguin
waiting in the wings to strike, our hero becomes
more vulnerable than ever. Clay Mann cover.
[21080556] Jim Lee & Scott Williams cover
[21080557] Travis Charest cover [21080558]
$3.99 (each)
B AT M AN VS .
BIGBY! A WOLF
IN GOTHAM #2 [of 6] (Willingham/
Level & Leisten)
Taking down the
big bad wolf is at
the top of Batman’s
agenda, but the
Dark Knight is the
least of Bigby’s
concerns. He has
the pulse of more
sinister forces at
work when he takes to the streets to track
down a magical book that’s gone missing from
Fabletown. Yanick Paquette cover. Rated: 17+
$3.19 [21080559] Brian Level & Jay Leisten Card
Stock cover $3.99 [21080560]
BATMAN: REPTILIAN #5 - [of 6] (Ennis/Sharp)
After following a trail of carnage, Batman has
finally come face-to-face with the reptilian that’s
been menacing Gotham’s underworld. And this
horrific creature only wants one thing: its mother.
Liam Sharp cover. Rated: 17+ [21080561] Cully
Hamner cover [21080562] $3.99 (each)

BATMAN: THE IMPOSTER #1 - [of 3] (Mattson
Tomlin/Andrea Sorrentino) Bruce Wayne’s mission
as the Batman has only been underway for a year
or so, but he can tell he’s making a difference.
Unfortunately, he’s made some powerful enemies.
All the traditional power brokers of Gotham resent
the disruption the Batman has brought to town…
and it seems one of them has a plan to neutralize
him. There’s a second Batman haunting Gotham’s
rooftops and alleys—and this one has no qualms
about murdering criminals, live and on tape. Andrea
Sorrentino cover. Prestige Format 48 pg. Rated:
17+ [21080563] Lee Bermejo cover [21080564]
$4.79 (each)
CATWOMAN: LONELY CITY #1 - [of 4] (Cliff
Chiang) Ten years ago, the massacre known as
Fools’ Night claimed the lives of Batman, The
Joker, Nightwing, and Commissioner Gordon…
and sent Selina Kyle, the Catwoman, to prison.
A decade later, Gotham has grown up—it’s put
away costumed heroism and villainy. The new
Gotham is cleaner, safer…and a lot less free,
under the watchful eye of Mayor Harvey Dent
and his Batcops. It’s into this new city that Selina
Kyle returns. Cliff Chiang cover. Prestige Plus
48 pg. (8½x11) Rated: 17+ See the Black Label
Set for art. [21080565] Cliff Chiang Variant cover
[21080566] $5.59 (each)
T H E DREA M IN G :
WAKING HOURS SC
- FC. (G. Willow Wilson/
Nick Robles, Javier
Rodríguez, & M.K.
Perker) When Dream
unleashed his latest
nightmare, Ruin, he
could not have expected
that his creation would
fall in love with the
first dreamer he met—
sending him on a wild quest and drawing into
his orbit both a fallen angel and a sorcerer.
Collects The Dreaming: Waking Hours #1-12.
Nick Robles cover. 296 pg. (6½x10¼) Rated: 17+
Scheduled to arrive in Nov. $23.99 [21080567]
HUMAN TARGET
- [of 12] (Tom King/
Greg Smallwood)
Christopher Chance
has made a living
out of being a human
target—a man hired
to disguise himself
as his client to invite
would-be assassins
to attempt his
murder. He’s had a
remarkable career
until his latest case
protecting Lex Luthor when things go sideways. Greg
Smallwood Card Stock cover. Scheduled to arrive in
Nov. [21080568] Trevor Hairsine & Danny Miki cover
[21080569] $3.99 (each)
THE NICE HOUSE ON THE LAKE #5 - [of 12]
(Tynion IV/Bueno) Veronica, the Scientist, has one
of the longest-standing connections to Walter
among anyone in the House…and through her
work with NASA, she may have insight into who
he really is. Álvaro Martínez Bueno cover. $3.19
[21080570] David Lafuente Card Stock cover
$3.99 [21080571]
REFRIGERATOR
FULL OF HEADS #1
- [of 6] (Rio Youers/
To m F o w l e r ) H i l l
House Comics is
back. For a year
now, the mysterious
axe that unleashed
pandemonium during
the hurricane of ’83 has
waited at the bottom
of the bay but nothing
that powerful stays buried. Brody Island has new
visitors, and a new sheriff in town, and when
vacationing couple Calvin Beringer and Arlene
Fields find themselves on the wrong side of

Brody’s unsavory elements, their beachcombing
will turn up something a lot sharper than sea
glass… Sam Wolfe Connelly cover. Rated: 17+
$3.19 [21080572] Reiko Murakami Card Stock
cover $3.99 [21080573]

DC Kids
BATMAN & SCOOBYDOO MYSTERIES #7 (Fisch/Brizuela) Alfred’s
old friend from butler
school is in town, and he’s
brought along his charges:
Daphne and Scooby-Doo.
When Scooby and his pal
Ace are dog-napped, the
humans will have to rescue
them without giving away
any family secrets. Dario
Brizuela cover. $2.39 [21080574]
SCOOBY-DOO, WHERE ARE YOU? #112 (Fridolfs/Jeralds) It’s Creature Feature Friday at
the town drive-in and Mystery Inc. can’t wait to
watch their favorite silver screen screamer. But
when the amphibious “Ghoulie from the Green
Lagoon” monster steps off the screen and onto
the lot, the movie becomes a bit too real. Derek
Fridolfs cover. $2.39 [21080575]

DC GNs For Kids & Young Adults
WONDER WO M AN :
THE ADVENTURES OF
YOUNG DIANA SPECIAL
#1 - (Jordie Bellaire/
Paulina Ganucheau) The
world may know her as
Wonder Woman, but once
upon a time she was Diana,
the young princess of
Themyscira. Trapped in her
role as a royal and shielded
from the harsh realities of Man’s World, Diana
yearned for adventure, or at least a purpose.
Collected together for the first time, these backup
stories provide an intimate look into Wonder
Woman’s upbringing. Paulina Ganucheau cover.
Prestige Format 80 pg. $7.99 [21080576]

DC Collected Editions & Gns
B AT M AN
/
TEENAGE MUTANT
NINJA TURTLES
OMNIBUS HC - FC.
(James Tynion IV/
Freddie Williams
II) Batman and
Robin team up with
Leonardo, Donatello,
Michelangelo, and
Raphael to take on
villains from two
dimensions. DC
Comics and IDW
Publishing proudly
present the Batman/Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles Omnibus, collecting all three Batman/
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles crossover
miniseries along with never-before-seen extras.
Kevin Eastman cover. 576 pg. (7x11) Scheduled to
arrive in Dec. $79.99 [21080577]
BATMAN: THE DARK
KNIGHT DETECTIVE
VOL . 6 S C - F C .
(Peter Milligan, Marv
Wolfman, John
Ostrander & Others/
Jim Aparo, Norm
Breyfogle & Others)
Investigate alongside
Batman as he cracks
cases from classic ’90s
comics, from imposter
Batmen, to bizarre
disasters, persuasive
killers, and much more. Collecting Detective
Comics #622-633. Michael Golden cover.
320 pg. (6½x10¼) Scheduled to arrive in Nov.
$19.99 [21080578]
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WONDER
WOMAN
HISTORIA: THE
AMAZONS #1 [of 3] (Kelly Sue
Deconnick/Phil
Jimenez) The
entire story of
the Amazons can
finally be told.
Millennia ago,
Queen Hera and
the goddesses
of the Olympian
pantheon grew greatly dissatisfied with their male
counterparts…and far from their sight, they put a
plan into action. A new society was born, one never
before seen on Earth. When a despairing woman
named Hippolyta crossed the Amazons’ path, a
series of events was set in motion that would lead
to an outright war in heaven—and the creation of
the Earth’s greatest guardian. Phil Jimenez cover.
Prestige Plus 72 pg. (8½x11) [21080542] Olivier
Coipel cover [21080543] $6.39 (each)
WONDER
WOMAN BLACK
& GOLD #5 - [of
6] (Kurt Busiek,
S a n y a A n w a r,
Sherri L. Smith,
Trung Le Nguyen
& More/Ben
D e w e y, S a n y a
Anwar, Colleen
Doran, Trung Le
Nguyen & More)
Prepare to be
whisked away
with an Amazon fairy tale, flown back to World
War II, swept up in a nautical ghost story, and
blasted by a bitter space princess. Julian Totino
Tedesco cover. Prestige Format 40 pg. [21080544]
Rose Besch cover [21080545] $4.79 (each)

DC COMICS
BATMAN: DARK VICTORY (DELUXE EDITION)
HC - FC. (Jeph Loeb/Tim Sale) This new edition of
an all-time classic features the gripping sequel to
Batman: The Long Halloween with new cover
art by Tim Sale and dozens of behind-the-scenes
extras. Tim Sale cover. 416 pg. (7x11) Scheduled
to arrive in Dec. $39.99 [21080579]
C ATWO M AN VOL .
5: VALLEY OF THE
SHADOW OF DEATH
SC - FC. (Ram V/
Fernando Blanco, Evan
Cagle, Kyle Hotz & Juan
Ferreyra) Catwoman’s
ambitious plan to gain
control of Alleytown had
been going purrfectly,
but after she learns the
whereabouts of Poison
Ivy, things get a lot more
complicated for the feline
felon. Jenny Frison cover. 136 pg. (6½x10¼)
Scheduled to arrive in Nov. $13.59 [21080580]
THE GREEN LANTERN
SEASON TWO VOL. 1
SC - FC. (Grant Morrison/
Liam Sharp & Xermanico)
Following the Blackstar
incursion, Hal Jordan
and the Green Lanterns
must put the world back
together. Collects Green
Lantern: Blackstars
#1-3 and The Green
Lantern Season Two
#1-6. Liam Sharp cover.
248 pg. (6½x10¼)
Scheduled to arrive in Nov. $15.99 [21080581]
HOUSE OF EL BOOK
TWO: THE ENEMY
DELUSION SC - [of 3]
FC. (Claudia Gray/Eric
Zawadzki) Knowing
Krypton’s possible fate,
Sera and Zahn find it
difficult to continue
with their everyday
lives. Sera’s enhanced
fighting skills may
impress General
Zod, but they raise
suspicions among her
fellow soldiers. Eric Zawadzki cover. 208 pg. (6x9)
Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $13.59 [21080582]
JUSTICE LEAGUE:
ENDLESS WINTER
HC - FC. ((w) Andy
Lanning, Ron Marz /(a)
Howard Porter, Marco
Santucci, Clayton
Henry, Xermanico,,
M o r e ) T h e r e ’s a n
extinction-level storm
wreaking havoc on the
entirety of Earth, and
the Justice League
finds themselves
fighting a literal force
of nature! Enter the Frost King, a monster mad
with power, with an ice army at his command!
What devastating secrets lie in the Frost King’s
past? 232 pg. (6½x10¼) Scheduled to arrive in
Nov. $23.99 [21080583]
SUI C IDE S Q UAD
VOL 1: GIVE PEACE A
CHANCE SC - FC. (Robbie
Thompson/Eduardo
Pansica & Dexter Soy)
Recruited to lead Task
Force X, Peacemaker’s
first mission forces him
into Gotham’s Arkham
Asylum, where he and
his team must free the
deadly assassin known as
Talon. Eduardo Pansica cover. 208 pg. (6½x10¼)
Scheduled to arrive in Nov. $15.99 [21080584]
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SUPER M AN /
BATMAN OMNIBUS
VOL . 2 H C - F C .
(Michael Green,
Mike Johnson, Joe
Casey, Paul Levitz &
Others/Shane Davis,
Rafael Albuquerque
& Others) Batman has
trained extensively
to become a feared
caped crusader. His
Kryptonian friend
Superman was born with superhuman abilities
that humans could never dream of. Together, they are
the World’s Finest. Superman/Batman Omnibus
Vol. 2 features some of the duo’s darkest trials
from Superman/Batman #44-87 and Superman/
Batman Annual #3-5. Francis Manapul cover.
1232 pg. (7x11) Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $100.00
[21080585]
SUPERMAN AND
THE AUTHORITY
HC - FC. (Grant
Morrison/Mikel Janin)
Sometimes even
Superman needs to
enlist help. Sometimes
tasks require methods
and heroes unfit even
for the Justice League.
So Clark Kent seeks
out Manchester Black,
the most dastardly of
rogues, to form an all-new Authority. Collects
Superman and the Authority #1-4. Mikel Janin
cover. 136 pg. (6½x10¼) Scheduled to arrive in Nov.
$19.99 [21080586]
SUPERMAN: THE
ONE WHO FELL SC
- FC. (Phillip Kennedy
Johnson/Phil Hester,
Scott Godlewski &
Norm Rapmund /(ca))
When a monstrous
foe from outer space
attacks Clark—and
nearly kills him—
Jonathan Kent must
consider the fact that
his father died once
before, and the Legion of Super-Heroes told him he
could die again. Collects Action Comics #1029
and Superman #29-32. John Timms cover. 136 pg.
(6½x10¼) Scheduled to arrive in Nov. $12.79
[21080587]
THE SWAMP THING
VOLUME 1: BECOMING
SC - FC. (Ram V/Mike
Perkins) Unable to control
his transformation into
the monstrous Swamp
Thing, Levi Kamei is
thrust into the harsh,
unforgiving mystery of
grisly murders committed
by a supernatural desert
legend. Collects Future State: Swamp Thing
#1-2 and The Swamp Thing #1-4. Mike Perkins
cover. 152 pg. (6½x10¼) Scheduled to arrive in
Nov. $13.59 [21080588]
TEEN TITANS GO!
/ DC SUPER HERO
GIRLS: EXCHANGE
STUDENTS SC - FC.
(Amy Wolfram/Agnes
Garbowska) Starfire
has always wanted
to be better friends
with her sister, who
mostly comes to Earth
to cause trouble. But
this time, Blackfire’s
not even in the same universe. Agnes Garbowska
cover. 160 pg. (5½x 8) Scheduled to arrive in Dec.
$7.99 [21080589]

WESTFIELD COMICS WOW! ITEMS SCHEDULED TO SHIP BEGINNING IN OCTOBER 2021

TRUTH & JUSTICE
SC - FC. (Geoffrey
Thorne, Brandon
Easton, Danny Lore
& Others/Chriscross,
J a h n o y L i n d s a y,
Ray-Anthony Height
& Others) The
ideals of truth and
justice—concepts
synonymous with DC’s
superheroes—are the
foundation for this
collection of stories from the anthology series,
Truth & Justice. Collecting issues #1-7 of the
series, a host of creators take turns telling stories
with characters from around the DC Universe.
Doug Braithwaite cover. 232 pg. (6½x10¼)
Scheduled to arrive in Nov. $15.99 [21080590]
WONDER WOMAN: THE
SILVER AGE OMNIBUS
VOL. 1 HC - FC. (Bob
Kanigher, Julius Schwartz,
Jack Schiff & Others/Ross
Andru, Morris Waldinger,
Henry Boltinoff, Mike
Esposito & Others) These
fantastical stories from
the 1950s and 1960s take
Wonder Woman from
Paradise Island to Man’s World, to the bottom of the
ocean, and even to outer space, and they introduce
Wonder Girl, Wonder Tot, and more. Collects stories
from Wonder Woman #98-123, many reprinted in
color for the first time. Ross Andru cover. 696 pg.
(7x11) Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $79.99 [21080591]

MEGO DC
COMICS
ACTION
FIGURES (14IN C H ) - 1 4 ”
action figures
feature 14 points of articulation and exceptional
detail and quality. These figures of Batman
[21080596] and Superman [21080604] come
packaged in a full color window box. $24.44 (each)

DC Comics Collectibles

BATMAN ARKHAM KNIGHT AMAZING
YAMAGUCHI ACTION FIGURE: ARKHAM
KNIGHT - This highly articulated figure
stands 6¾” tall, and includes a number of
interchangeable parts to transform the Arkham
Knight into two different versions of Red Hood.
Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $117.24 [21080592]
COMPLETE
DC COMICS
PHANTOM VOL.
02 HC - [of 3] FC.
(Mark Verheiden/
Luke McDonnel)
Collecting the actionpacked stories from
issues three through
eight of DC Comics’
The Phantom.
Includes introductory essay, extra art. 224 pg.
(8x11) $40.00 [21080594]

DC HEROES BATMAN 1989
CHS KEYCHAIN AND PIN SET A keychain featuring 3 charms and
a pin, all crafted from solid metal. Scheduled to
arrive in Jan. $16.24 [21080595]

MEGO DC COMICS ACTION FIGURES (8INCH) - Each 8” figure features 14 points of
articulation. Blister card packaging. Batman
[21080597] Flash [21080598] Green Lantern
[21080599] Joker [21080600] Penguin [21080601]
Riddler [21080602] Robin [21080603] Superman
[21080605] Wonder Woman [21080606] $14.84
(each)
POP ! C O M I C
C OVER VINYL
FI G URE : D C
- B AT M AN Includes a vinyl
figure of the
Caped Crusader,
a backdrop of the
famous comic
cover, and comes
packaged in a
hard protector
case. The hard
case measures
approximately 11” x 7” x 3½”, while the figure
measures approximately 3¾” tall. $13.24
[21080607]

SUI C IDE S Q UAD 2 0 2 1
S.H.FIGUARTS ACTION
FIGURE: HARLEY QUINN
- Harley Quinn in a new
costume featuring a red and
black color scheme. Her unique
facial expressions with digital
print. The poster visual can be
reproduced with an optional
head and hair using soft parts.
Scheduled to arrive in Jan.
$72.35 [21080611]

BOOM! STUDIOS
FIND THESE AND MANY MORE BOOM! STUDIOS TITLES AT
WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM/section/catalog-AUG21-boom

BASILISK VOL. 01 SC
- FC. (Cullen Bunn/Jonas
Scharf) The Chimera are
five young people that
possess incredible powers
stemming from the five
human senses. They are
bound by a cult-like hive
mind and leave death and
destruction in their wake.
Regan, one of the Chimera,
escapes the group and
hides in cheap motels and
dive bars crippled with the guilt of her past. Collects
Basilisk #1-4. 112 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec.
$11.99 [21080612]
BRZRKR [BERZERKER] #6 - [of 12] (Kindt &
Reeves/Garney) During a mission to retrieve an
artifact from a museum in the midst of an ongoing
civil war, B. saves his handler, Jim, from a chopper
explosion. B. reveals new secrets from his past.
Lee Garbett cover MT. $3.19 [21080613]
BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER #30 - (Lambert/
Ignazzi) When Buffy suffers a devastating loss at
the hands of the Multiverse’s Big Bad, Kendra and
Buffy are left questioning if they can ever trust
each other again. Frany cover [21080614] Vasco
Georgiev cover. $3.19 (each)

FIREFLY #34 - (Pak/Di Gianfelice) With her sights
set on freeing Leonard, Kaylee’s team chases the
Jefa across the Earth That Was only to be led
directly into a trap. Bengal cover. Scheduled to
arrive in Nov. $3.19 [21080620]
FIREFLY: NEW SHERIFF
IN THE VERSE VOL. 01
SC - FC. (Greg Pak/Davide
Gianfelice & Lalit Kumar
Sharma) Mal has handed
himself into the Alliance...
but it turns out he’s not
the one they want. The
infamous Ma Reynolds that’s Mal’s mom - is at
the top of the Alliance’s
Most Wanted. Collects Firefly: The Outlaw Ma
Reynolds #1 and Firefly #13-15. Marc Aspinall
cover 144 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $11.99
[21080622]
HOUSE OF SLAUGHTER
#1 - (James Tynion IV & Tate
Brombal/Chris Shehan &
Werther Dell’Edera) Discover
the inner workings of the House
of Slaughter, the secret history
of the Order that forged Erica
Slaughter into the monster
hunter she is today. You know

Aaron Slaughter as Erica’s handler and rival. Dive
deeper into the world of Something is Killing the
Children! Chris Shehan cover [21080624] Werther
Dell’Edera cover [21080625] $3.19 (each) Chris
Shehan C cover $3.99 [21080626]
LUNA SC - FC. (Maria
Llovet) It’s the 1960s
and Teresa is a young
woman who’s plagued
by prophetic dreams.
These dreams lead
to a fateful meeting
with a burgeoning
hippie cult called the
Family of the Sun,
whose leader claims
to have met the divine.
Sex, drugs, and blood
magic will lead Teresa to the truth about the
Family, its enigmatic leader, and the dark secret
behind her dreams. Collects Luna #1-5. 128
pg. MT. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $15.99
[21080627]
MAW #2 - [of 5] (Doyle/Kaplan) After being
drugged and abandoned on a beach, Marion
struggles with inexplicable and frightening
changes to her body while her sister, Wendy,
continues to try to fit in with the other women
at the commune. Ariela Kristantina cover. MT.
$3.19 [21080629]

ONCE & FUTURE #21 - (Gillen/Mora) What
ancient and mythical danger awaits Bridgette,
Duncan, and Rose as they seek Rose’s parents in
the city of Bath? $3.19 [21080632]

EC ARCHIVES: CRIME
ILLUSTRATED HC B&W. (Al Feldstein &
Various/Reed Crandall
& Various) Contained
here is the complete run
of Crime Illustrated,
an innovative “PictoFiction” magazine
containing illustrated
prose stories of
frightening crimes, daring heroes, and dangerous
psychopaths, written and illustrated by Jack Oleck,
Reed Crandall, Wally Wood, Joe Orlando, and more.
Contains Crime Illustrated issues 1-3. Joe Orlando
cover. 184 pg. (8x11) MT. Scheduled to arrive in Dec.
$39.99 [21080657]
FAR C RY: RITE OF
PASSAGE HC - FC. (Bryan
Edward Hill/Geraldo
Borges) Young Diego
Castillo has just turned
thirteen, but this birthday is
more than a celebration-it’s
a rite of passage. His father
takes him on a journey,
teaching him important
lessons in leadership and
recounts cautionary tales he has heard about the
undoing of three legendary men: Vaas Montenegro,
Pagan Min, and Joseph Seed. Collects the threeissue miniseries. Matt Taylor cover. 72 pg. (7x10)
Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $15.99 [21080658]
GRENDEL: DEVIL’S
ODYSSEY HC - FC.
Matt Wagner) As
civilization comes to
an end on Earth, the
final Grendel Khan
gives Grendel Prime
a new directive: Find
a perfect planet to
be the new home
for the human race.
Collects the eightissue miniseries. 200
pg. (7x10) MT. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $23.99
[21080660]

MADMAN
LIBRARY EDITION
VOL. 02 HC - FC.
(Michael Allred &
Various/Steve Rude
& Michael Avon
Oeming) Collects
many of Mike
Allred’s popular
Madman Comics
stories including
numerous Madman
spinoffs and
crossovers featuring
the Superman/
Madman crossover
and the Powers/Madman one-shot written By
Brian Michael Bendis and drawn By Michael Avon
Oeming. 680 pg. (8x12) Scheduled to arrive in Dec.
$79.99 [21080661]
M OE B IUS LI B RARY:
DO C TOR M OE B IUS
& MISTER GIR SC - FC.
(Numa Sadoul & Moebius/
Moebius) Numa Sadoul’s
landmark interviews with Jean
“Moebius” Giraud. The master
reflects on his many lives as
an artist and man, from his
Heavy Metal breakthrough era to a year before
his untimely passing. 248 pg. (8x10) Scheduled
to arrive in Dec. Relist. Previous orders are
cancelled. $23.99 [21080663]
RANGERS OF THE DIVIDE
SC - FC. (Megan Huang)
After taking charge of a
ragtag group of dragonriding cadets, a commanding
Ranger has one last shot at
altering the fate of humanity.
Venturing into uncharted
territories, they face wild
creatures, legendary beasts,
and unforeseeable dangers
in pursuit of a mysterious
ancient enemy. Collects the four-issue miniseries.
128 pg. (7x10) Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $15.99
[21080664]

Archaia
SPARK WITHIN
FORGE: EMBER
IN THE ASHES
O G N VOL . 0 2
HC - FC. (Sabaa
Tahir & Nicole
Andelfinger/Sonia
Liao) Before they
were torn asunder,
Laia lived happily
and quietly with
her Nan, Pop,
and brother Darin
within the Scholar
district of Martialruled Serra. Although Laia is afraid to venture
outside her home due to the heavy Martial
presence, Darin loves to explore all parts of their
home city… even those that are forbidden. A
chance encounter with famed swordsmith Spiro
Teluman, who sees in Darin a talent for forging
weapons, leads him down a path that pulls him
away from his family but towards hope for his
people. 144 pg. (7x10) Scheduled to arrive in Feb.
$15.99 [21080636]

DARK HORSE COMICS
FIND THESE AND MANY MORE DARK HORSE COMICS TITLES AT
WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM/section/catalog-AUG21-dark-horse

H ELL B OY: SILVER
LANTERN C LU B
#1 - [of 5] (Christopher
Mitten & Various/Ben
Stenbeck) Hellboy learns
about the mysteries
of an exorcism gone
wrong and more when
his occult investigator
relative reveals secretive
and perilous adventures
of one of the Hellboy
U n i v e r s e ’s m o s t
mysterious societies. Christopher Mitten &
Mike Mignola cover. $3.19 [21080640]
MAZEBOOK #2 - [of 5] (Lemire) Will’s a
melancholy building inspector who’s been
grieving the loss of his puzzle-loving daughter
for years. One evening he receives a mysterious
phone call from a girl claiming it’s her and that
she’s trapped in the middle of a labyrinth, setting
Will off on a journey. 48 pg. $4.79 [21080645]
NO ONE LEFT TO
FIGHT II #1 - [of 5]
(Aubrey Sitterson/
Fico Ossio) The
w o r l d ’s g r e a t e s t
fighter is still
struggling to find
his place after all his
battles have been
won and while there’s
still time left. Cover
A [21080646] Cover
B [21080647] $3.19
(each)
NORSE MYTHOLOGY II #5 - [of 6] (Gaiman &
Russell/Walta) Thor, Loki, and Hoenir come across
a giant mischievous eagle who sets them off on
a journey to obtain the apples of immortality. P.
Craig Russell cover. MT. $3.19 [21080648]

ORVILLE ARTIFACTS #1
- [of 2] (David Goodman/
David Cabeza) When Ed
bumps into his old astroarchaeology teacher,
the professor asks for
assistance in his pursuit
of the lost fleet of the
Zankon, whose systemsspanning empire rose and
fell millions of years ago,
according to legend. $3.19 [21080649]

Dark Horse Collections
A M A Z IN G S C REW
ON HEAD & OTHER
C URIOUS O B J E C TS
SC - FC. (Mike Mignola)
When Emperor Zombie
threatens the safety of
all life on earth, President
Lincoln enlists the aid of a
mechanical head. With the
help of associates Mr. Groin
(a faithful manservant) and
Mr. Dog (a dog), Screw-On Head must brave ancient
tombs, a Victorian flying apparatus, and demons
from a dimension inside a turnip. 104 pg. (7x10)
Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $15.99 [21080655]
DARK S C - F C .
(Mark Sable/Kristian
Donaldson) After a
worldwide cyberwar
ends technology as we
know it, a former supersoldier teams up with a
biopunk to fight the rise
of a biological internet
forcing humanity to
connect to it-whether
they want to or not.
Collects the original
digital series The Dark. 136 pg. (7x10) Scheduled
to arrive in Dec. $15.99 [21080656]

FIND MORE DESCRIPTIONS, ART AND PRODUCTS AT WWW.WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM
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DYNAMITE

ARMY OF DARKNESS 1979 #2 - (Barnes/
Garcia) Ashley Joanna Williams finds himself
in late 70s New York City. In a less cleaned up
era, that means gangs tussle for every block in
the South Bronx. And these particular gangs
model themselves after zombies and vampires.
Francesco Mattina cover $3.19 [21080665]
BARBARELLA #4 - (Hoyt/Musabekov) Having
come face-to-shocking face with the identity of
her would-be assassin, Barbarella’s quest has
turned from merely combatting tyranny to one of
survival. Lucio Parrillo cover. [21080669] Cosplay
cover [21080670] $3.19 (each)
BETTIE PAGE AND THE
CURSE OF THE BANSHEE
VOL. 05 #5 - (Mooney/
Morales) Will she escape the
forever curse of the Banshee
and return, unscathed, the life
of a Hollywood starlet? Marat
Mycheals cover [21080671]
Joseph Michael Linsner cover
[21080672] Cosplay cover
[21080673] Bettie Page Photo
cover [21080674] $3.19 (each) Black Bag Photo
cover MT. $8.00 [21080675]
DEJAH THORIS VS. JOHN CARTER OF MARS
#4 - (Abnett/Miracolo) Dejah and John…captured.
Whoever gains control of the Earthman’s secrets will
rule all of Barsoom…just imagine a clone army of
leaping John Carters. Lucio Parrillo cover [21080676]
Cosplay cover [21080678] $3.19 (each)
DIE!NAMITE LIVES!
#5 - (Van Lente/
Carratu) Vampirella. Evil
Sonja. Ash of Army Of
Darkness. Pantha. Project:
Superpowers. Peter
Cannon: Thunderbolt.
Jennifer Blood. Smiley.
Frankenstein monsters.
One…Will…Die. Lucio
Parrillo cover [21080679]
Joseph Michael Linsner
cover [21080680] Cosplay cover [21080681]
$3.19 (each)
ELVIRA MEETS VINCENT PRICE #3 - (Avallone/
Samu) Elvira and Vincent’s Ghost arrive in Cairo,
hot on the trail of the missing movie that can save
the world from Amun-Ra. It’s a game of cat-andmouse among the pyramids, as a pair of silent
comedy assassins stalk Elvira and Vincent. Dave
Acosta cover [21080682] Photo cover [21080683]
$3.19 (each)

FIND THESE AND MANY MORE DYNAMITE TITLES AT
WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM/section/catalog-AUG21-dynamite

INVINCIBLE RED SONJA #6 - (Palmiotti
& Conner/Moritat) Red Sonja is a woman
possessed, and we do mean possessed. Lucky
for her, she’s also a one-woman army, which
is good, as she’s about to face off against an
army. Amanda Conner cover [21080684] Joseph
Michael Linsner cover [21080685] Frank Cho cover
[21080686] Cosplay cover [21080687] $3.19 (each)
J A M ES B OND :
HIMEROS #1 - (Rodney
Barnes/Antonio Fuso)
Himeros is the Greek God
of sexual desire and one
of the Erotes, the winged
gods of love. But when
sexual desire goes too
far, it takes the legendary
super-spy James Bond to
bring justice to the most
vulnerable among us as
he investigates the suspicious death of an accused
sex trafficke. Francesco Francavilla cover [21080688]
Jackson Guice cover [21080689] $3.19 (each)
J ENNIFER B LOOD
#1 - (Fred Van Lente/
Vincenzo Federici) Once
upon a time, a suburban
housewife spent her
nights as a mobstermurdering assassin,
named Jennifer Blood.
Then she died…or did
she? Because in the cozy
cul-de-sacs of Bountiful,
Utah, a noticeable
number of normal people have gone missing. MT.
Lucio Parrillo cover [21080690] Joseph Lisner cover
[21080691] Leirix Li cover [21080692] Jung-Geun
Yoon cover [21080693] Cosplay cover [21080694]
$3.19 (each)
PUR G ATORI # 1 (Ray Fawkes/Alvaro
Sarraseca) Purgatori’s
really living the vampire
demon life. She’s got
Lilith’s nasty mind worm
eating her willpower.
She’s going bug-nuts
crazy. And now, there
are a bunch of witches
targeting her with their
weird body-snatching
schemes. Antonio Fuso cover [21080695] Carlo
Pagulayan cover [21080696] Russell Fox cover
[21080697] Cosplay cover [21080698] $3.19 (each)

IDW PUBLISHING

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
MINDBREAKER #1 - [of 5] (Jim
Zub/Eduardo Mello) Changed by
their experiences in Avernus,
Krydle, Shandie, Delina, Nerys,
Minsc, and Boo return home
to Baldur’s Gate to find that
something much more insidious
has taken root… (7x10) Max
Dunbar cover [21080731] Max
Davenport cover [21080732] $3.19 (each)
SNAKE EYES: DEADGAME
DECLASSIFIED - FC. (Chad
Bowers & Rob Liefeld/Rob
Liefeld) Never-before-seen
material from throughout the
five issue limited series fill
this one-of-a-kind edition-from
sketches, layouts, and designs
to a look at the phenomenal
inks over Liefeld’s dynamic
pencils from artists like Neal Adams, Ryan
Ottley, Whilce Portacio, Ed Piskor, Tom Scioli,
Marat Mychaels, Jerry Ordway, Dan Fraga,
Kevin Eastman-and more. 48 pg. (7x10) $5.59
[21080736]
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STAR TREK: MIRROR
WAR #1 - (David Tipton
& Scott Tipton/Gavin
Smith) To conquer
the Mirror Universe,
Captain Picard must
first seize control of the
ship-building planet
of Faundori. The only
problem? Faundori
is inside KlingonCardassian Alliance
territory. (7x10) J. K. Woodward cover [21080737]
Amanda Madriaga cover [21080738] $3.19 (each)

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES #122
- (Campbell/Nishijima) The fallout from the
confrontation between the Mutanimals and the
TMNT continues with many questioning what
direction Mutant Town is headed for. Kevin
Eastman cover. (7x10) $3.19 [21080740]
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: BEST
OF APRIL O’NEIL - FC. (Various) The Turtles’ best
friend April is always ready to uncover new danger
and help her mutant pals. Dig into this oversized
collection and discover the very best April stories

WESTFIELD COMICS WOW! ITEMS SCHEDULED TO SHIP BEGINNING IN OCTOBER 2021

RED SONJA [2021] #2 - (Andolfo/Cafaro) Mother,
part 2. Sonja struggles to recover from injuries,
relying on Sitha to help her. Their bond grows,
as they travel from city to hamlet. Mirka Andolfo
cover [21080699] Joseph Michael Linsner cover
[21080701] Cosplay cover [21080703] $3.19 (each)
RED SONJA: BLACK, WHITE & RED #4
- (Johnson & Brown/nwar & Various) Phillip
Kennedy Johnson and Steve Beach show a
bloody life in full. A white-haired Queen Sonja
prepares to lead her armies into what could be
her final battle.-In Sanya Anwar’stale, Sonja
seeks shelter after a brutal battle in a foreign
land. Chuck Brown and Drew Moss present a
Sonja bathed in fire. 40 pg. Lucio Parrillo cover
[21080704] Cosplay cover [21080706] $3.99 (each)
SONJAVERSAL #9 - (Hastings/Qualano) Behold…
Blue Sonja. She wears leather. Rides a motorcycle.
Shoots guns. But nothing can prepare this
badass champion for…Hellgoop? Lucio Parrillo
cover [21080707] Joseph Michael Linsner cover
[21080708] Cosplay cover [21080709] $3.19 (each)
SONJAVERSAL SC - FC.
(Christopher Hastings/Pasquale
Qualano) Behold, A Tale Of
Infinite Sonjas. RED Sonja,
BLUE Sonja, GREEN Sonja,
ORANGE Sonja, SAINT Sonja,
HELL Sonja…and endless more.
Across dimensions, a greedy
god comes calling for every Sonja, to pay their
debt. What do they each owe? Sonja’s must kill
Sonja’s. Collecting Sonjaversal #1-5. Jae Lee
cover. 144 pg. $15.99 [21080710]
VAMPIRELLA #25 - (Priest/Gunduz) Red Mass
is here. Can Vampirella cheat fate? That’s the
question our interstellar vampire faces as she
unites in unholy matrimony with the man who
would be Dracula.Plus: It’s the final issue of the
series. Lucio Parrillo cover [21080711] Cosplay
cover [21080715] $3.19 (each)
VAMPIVERSE #2 - (Sniegoski & Acheson/Maine)
The mysterious and deadly Bloodwing is killing all
the Vampirellas throughout the fabric of realitybut who is he, and why is he doing this? It’s up to
Vampirella to learn the secrets of Bloodwing and
stop him. Madibek Musabekov cover [21080718]
Cosplay cover [21080722] $3.19 (each)
VENGEANCE OF VAMPIRELLA #23 - (Sniegoski
/Baal) A reborn Vampirella fights against the
forces of chaos to save humanity from its
ultimate destruction. A world ravaged by Chaos
on the brink of change . . . but is it for the better?
Lucio Parrillo cover [21080723] Cosplay cover
[21080725] $3.19 (each)

Dynamite Collections
JAMES BOND: AGENT OF
SPECTRE HC - FC. (Christos
Gage/Luca Casalanguida)
There’s a civil war brewing within
SPECTRE. An upstart American
member of the international
criminal organization is
attempting a coup, threatening
to depose Ernst Stavro Blofeld.
She’s on guard against Blofeld’s men, so to take
her out, Blofeld recruits a wild card - James Bond.
Collecting James Bond: Agent of SPECTRE #15. Sean Phillips cover. 120 pg. $19.99 [21080726]
SAVED BY A WHISKER SC
- FC. (Kristen Deacon Rybandt/
Ken Haeser) Based on the true
story of a cat who lost his
family, and the long journey it
took to reunite them. Alone in
the outside world for the first
time, Cozmo is 900 miles away
from everything he knows.
80 pg. $6.39 [21080727]

Dynamite Collectable

VAMPIRELLA JFK HALF DOLLARS[GOLD] - FC.
Produced using a revolutionary, highest-quality
colorization technique on an authentic U.S. John F.
Kennedy Half-Dollar, each plated in genuine 24-karat
gold, these commemorative coins each come with a
full-color Certificate of Authenticity and a protective
acrylic coin capsule. Choose from: a coin featuring
Vampirella art created by Rose Besch [21080728]
or a coin featuring the painted Vampirella art of
Jose Gonzales [21080729]. $24.24 (each)

FIND THESE AND MANY MORE IDW Publishing TITLES AT
WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM/section/catalog-AUG21-IdW

from across multiple TMNT publishers. James
Biggie cover. 100 pg. (7x10) $4.79 [21080742]
TRANSFORMERS: BEAST WARS SC - FC.
(Erik Burnham/Josh Burcham) In the future, the
planet Cybertron belongs to the scientific-minded
Maximals and the action-oriented Predacons.
When a crew of Predacons, led by the successor to
the Megatron name, steal a golden disk and a ship
capable of traveling through time, it’s up to Optimus
Primal and his Maximal crew-Rattrap, Rhinox,
Cheetor, and new character Nyx-to catch them.
Collects issues #1-6 of the 12-issue series. 144 pg.
(7x10) Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $15.99 [21080745]
TRANSFORMERS:
WRECKERS, TREAD
& CIRCUITS #1 - [of
4] (David Mariotte/Jack
Lawrence) Out in the
Cybertronian colonies,
good entertainment
is hard to find.
Fortunately, there’s
always the Wreckersbrave Cybertronians
broadcasting deathdefying stunts and action-all as a cover for

undercover operations. (7x10) Jack Lawrence
cover [21080748] Anna Malkova cover [21080749]
$3.19 (each)
USAGI YOJIMBO #23 - (Stan
Sakai) Ransom, part 2 of 3. Kiyoko
has been kidnapped and is held
for ransom by Boss Hasegawa.
He wants the ledger of bribes that
Kitsune had stolen. (7x10) $3.19
[21080750]
USAGI YOJIMBO: DRAGON
BELLOW CONSPIRACY #5 - [of 6] (Sakai) As
a castle is sieged to prevent a revolt against the
shogun, Usagi and friends must make a desperate
gambit to prevent the land from descending into
war. David Petersen cover. (7x10) $3.19 [21080751]

IDW - Top Shelf
ANIMAL STORIES
GN - FC. (Peter
Hoey & Maria Hoey)
What separates us
from animals? What
connects us? Awardwinning cartoonists
Peter and Maria Hoey

DYNAMITE
probe these mysteries across six surreal and
interconnected stories. A girl who keeps pigeons
starts receiving messages from a new bird in her
flock. A ship’s crew rescues a dog, only to find
far stranger things in the sea around them. A
reincarnated cat with criminal intentions, a parrot
who leads a revolution, and a squirrel who tempts a
woman in a beautiful garden glade. 176 pg. (8.5x10)
Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $15.99 [21080752]

IDW - Star Wars
STAR WARS ADVENTURES [2021] #11 - (Scott
& Toole/Bracchi & Brokenshire) Commanded by
Luke Skywalker, Rogue Squadron tangles with the
Empire in the Outer Rim, but the young Jedi has more
than Imperial TIE fighters to deal with. Francesco
Francavilla cover. (7x10) $3.19 [21080753]
STAR WARS ADVENTURES: GHOSTS
OF VADER’S CASTLE #3 (COVER A FRANCAVILLA) - [of 5] (Scott/Francavilla &
Hack) Catch up with Hudd and Skritt. Hudd has
been dreaming of the Spirit of the Swamp, a gilled
monster that terrorizes Dagobah. (7x10) Francesco
Francavilla cover [21080754] Derek Charm cover
[21080755] $3.19 (each)

STAR
WARS
ADVENTURES:
GHOSTS OF VADER’S
CASTLE #4 - [of 5]
(Scott/Francavilla &
Fenoglio) Lina’s dreams
are visited by the ghost
of the galaxy’s most
threatening villain. (7x10)
Francesco Francavilla
cover [21080756] Derek
Charm cover [21080757] $3.19 (each)
STAR
WARS
ADVENTURES:
GHOSTS OF VADER’S
CASTLE #5 - [of 5]
(Scott/Francavilla)
Lina, Hudd, Skritt,
and Jaxxon race to
Mustafar to save Milo
and Crater. (7x10)
Francesco Francavilla
cover [21080758] Derek
Charm cover [21080759]
$3.19 (each)

STAR WARS :
ATTACK OF CLONES
ADAPTATION GN
- FC. (Alessandro
Ferrari/Various) In
the midst of galactic
unrest from the
growing Seperatist
movement, Jedi
M a s t e r O b i - Wa n
Kenobi and his
Padawan, Anakin
Skywalker, are dispatched to protect Senator
Padmé Amidala after a failed attempt on her life.
What follows is a mission stretching to the farthest
corners of the Outer Rim. Cryssy Cheung cover. 72 pg.
(7X9) Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $7.99 [21080760]
STAR WARS: HIGH REPUBLIC ADVENTURE
- MONSTER OF TEMPLE PEAK #3 - [of 4]
(Scott/Stott) The time has come-Ty has reached
the Gretalx layer and now she must do what she
does best: slay the beast. 36 pg. (7x10) $3.99
[21080761]

STAR WARS : H I G H
REPUBLIC ADVENTURES
#9 - (Older/Bruno) The
Padawan are off on another
mission. This time to
Takodana, to assist the lone
Jedi defending the local Jedi
temple against the evergrowing threat of the Nihils.
Harvey Tolibao cover. (7x10)
$3.19 [21080762]

SPAWN #323 - (McFarlane/
Barberi) Spawn, now alone,
is free to pursue those that
have made it their mission
to hurt the people he cares
about the most. And if
Heaven and Hell were not
enough for him to battle… a
new force, bigger even than
those two, is growing. 24 pg.
Bjorn Barends cover [21081412] Todd McFarlane
cover [21080809] $2.39 (each)
UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY #17 - (Soule &
Snyder/Camuncoli & Grassi) Possibility part 5.
The moment has come for Ace to reveal the
mysterious masterpiece that could save the group
from doom, but a devilish new enemy has other
plans. MT. $3.19 [21080817]
WALKING DEAD DELUXE #24 - (Kirkman/
Adlard & McCaig) Something has happened to
drive Rick over the edge, and there’s no turning
back now. David Finch & Dave McCaig cover. 36
pg. MT. $3.19 [21080819]
WALKING DEAD DELUXE #25 - (Kirkman/
Adlard & McCaig) Rick and Glenn venture outside
the prison, and what they find will change this
series forever. David Finch, Dave McCaig cover.
36 pg. MT. $3.19 [21080822]

The mayhem begins with Maya, under-theweather scientist by day, over-the-top superhero
by night, and badass single mom 24/7. Collects
M.O.M.: Mother Of Madness #1 - #3. Jo
Ratcliffe cover. 152 pg. MT. Scheduled to arrive
in Dec. $19.99 [21080832]
OUTCAST BY KIRKMAN &
AZACETA COMPENDIUM
SC - FC. (Robert Kirkman/
Paul Azaceta & Elizabeth
Breitweiser) This massive
volume collects the complete
horror series. Kyle Barnes
has been plagued by demonic
possession all his life, and
now he needs answers.
Unfortunately, what he
uncovers along the way could bring about the end
of life on Earth as we know it. Collects Outcast
By Kirkman & Azaceta #1-48. (1000 pg. MT.
Scheduled to arrive in Nov. $51.99 [21080834]
PAPER GIRLS COMPLETE
STORY SC - FC. (Brian K.
Vaughan/Cliff Chiang & Matt
Wilson) Four twelve-year-old
newspaper delivery girls from
the year 1988 uncover the
most important story of all
time. Suburban drama and
otherworldly mysteries collide.
Collects Paper Girls #1-30.
784 pg. $39.99 [21080835]
SAGA BOX SET SC –
(Brian K. Vaughan/Fiona
Staples) A gorgeous
box set, collecting all
nine best-selling trade
paperback collections in
one affordable package.
Includes a set of 6x9
cover prints exclusive
to the box set. MT.
Scheduled to arrive in
Nov. $100.00 [21080836]
SUMMONER’S WAR VOL. 01: LEGACY SC
- FC. (Justin Jordan/Luca Claretti & Giovanna
Niro) Rai knows there’s only one way out of her
nothing town - to become a summoner. But when
she’s recruited by Abuus Dein as an apprentice,
she embarks on the adventure of a lifetime and
is thrust into a war for the fate of the world.
Collects Summoners War: Legacy #1-6. 128 pg.
$13.59 [21080839]

IDW Young Readers
M Y LITTLE PONY :
GENERATIONS #1 - (Casey Gilly/
Michela Cacciatore) A long time
ago, an evil witch named Hydia
sought to destroy pony-kind. Now
her granddaughters, Grackle and
Dyre, are back to finish the job.
With the School of Friendship
overloaded with students, Starlight Glimmer
and the Mane Six reach out for help. (7x10) Amy
Mebberson cover [21080763] Agnes Garbowska
cover [21080764] $3.19 (each)

Image Comics
FIND THESE AND MANY MORE Image COMICS TITLES AT
WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM/section/catalog-AUG21-image

ECHOLANDS #3 - (Williams & Blackman/
Williams & Stewart) Desperate to escape the
Wizard’s magical assassin, Hope Redhood, Cor,
Castrum, Dena, and Rosa seek safe harbor with
the crime lord and self-proclaimed deity Romulus.
44 pg. MT. $3.99 [21080773]
FIRE POWER BY KIRKMAN & SAMNEE #16 (Kirkman/Samnee & Wilson) The most vulnerable
are the most at risk. The Serpent’s Omen strikes.
28 pg. $3.19 [21080775]
GUNSLINGER
SPAWN #1 - (Todd
McFarlane & Ales
Kot/Brett Booth &
Various) This book
contains three
separate Gunslinger
stories, each taking
a look at his journey
through time - from
the wild, wild west to
the 21st century. Will
his 200-year-old past
come back to haunt
him as he navigates
the strange world
of 2021? 48 pg. Brett Booth cover [21080778] Todd
McFarlane cover [21080779] $4.79 (each)
H ELL C OP # 1 - ( B r i a n
Haberlin/Brian Haberlin
& G e i r r o d Va n D y k e )
When mankind first broke
through the walls between
dimensions, nothing could
have prepared them for what
they would find in Known
Reality Plane 1301-A: it
was absolute Hell. Literally.
MT. Cover A [21080780]
Cover B [21080781] Cover C
[21080782] $3.19 (each) 3D cover $6.39 [21080783]
JUPITER’S LEGACY: REQUIEM #5 - [of 12]
(Millar/Edwards) The aliens Lady Liberty found
in space come to Earth and explain that their
origins are identical to our world’s heroes. Is there
someone out there seeding the universe with
superheroes? MT. $3.19 [21080787]
KING SPAWN #3 - (Lewis/Fernandez) Enemies
have begun to unite as the battle for the gates of
Hell continues to escalate. And Kincaid is back,
but what does he want? Todd McFarlane cover.
24 pg. $2.39 [21080789]

MAGIC ORDER 2 #1 - [of
6] (Mark Millar/Stuart
Immonen) The London
chapter of the Magic Order
has entered the scene, and
these tough Guy Ritchiestyle gangsters have a
problem with the Eastern
European Warlocks
moving into their territory.
Can new leader Cordelia
Moonstone keep the peace? MT. Stuart Immonen
cover [21080791] Stuart Immonen B&W cover
[21080792] Greg Tocchini cover [21080793] Ozgur
Yildirim cover [21080794] $3.19 (each)
MIRKA ANDOLFO: SWEET PAPRIKA #4 - [of 12]
(Andolfo) Paprika is shocked by the revelation she
had - a real bombshell on a USB stick. She starts
asking herself questions about the very foundations
of her way of life. MT. $3.19 [21080797]
NITA H AWE ’ S
NI G H T M ARE B LO G
#1 - (Rodney Barnes/
Jason Shawn Alexander
& Patric Reynolds) The
Fire Next Time part 1.
Jimmy Sangster might
have left Maryland for the
vampire-infested city of
“Killadelphia,” but there
is still untold evil lurking
the streets of Baltimore. The demon Corson
has surfaced from the underworld to possess a
once-wronged man, and his vengeance will come
at the cost of humanity’s despair. MT. Well-Bee
cover [21080798] Jason Shawn Alexander cover
[21080799] Francesco Mattina cover [21080800]
Patric Reynolds cover [21080801] $3.19 (each)
PRIMORDIAL #2 - [of 6] (Lemire/Sorrentino) As
Laika’s mission strays far from the launch plan,
the origins of her involvement are illuminated.
MT. $3.19 [21080804]
RIGHTEOUS: THIRST
FOR VENGEANCE #1
- (Rick Remender/Andre
Araujo & Chris O’Halloran)
When an unassuming man
stumbles upon a dark-web
contract assassin’s vicious
plot to kill an innocent
target, he turns himself
into one. MT. $3.19
[21080806]

Image Comics Collections
FINE PRINT VOL. 01 SC - FC. (Stjepan Sejic)
How do you deal with a broken heart? Junk
food? Excessive drinking? Dubious contracts
with ancient gods? For Laure Thomas, the queen
of bad decisions, the answer is always the worst
possible choice. 176 pg. MT. $13.59 [21080828]
FRIDAY BOOK 01: FIRST DAY OF CHRISTMAS
SC - FC. (Ed Brubaker/Marcos Martin & Muntsa
Vicente) Friday Fitzhugh spent her childhood
solving crimes and digging up occult secrets with
her best friend Lancelot Jones, the smartest boy
in the world. But that was the past. Now she’s
in college, starting a new life on her own - or
so she thought. When Friday comes home for
the holidays, she’s immediately pulled back
into Lance’s orbit and finds that something very
strange and dangerous is happening in their
little New England town… Collects Friday
#1-3. 120 pg. MT. Scheduled to arrive in Nov.
$11.99 [21080829]
See the Back Cover!
M.O.M.: MOTHER OF MADNESS HC - FC.
(Emilia Clarke & Marguerite Bennett/Leila Leiz)

FIND MORE DESCRIPTIONS, ART AND PRODUCTS AT WWW.WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM
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IMAGE COMICS
TI M E B EFORE
TIME VOL. 01 SC FC. (Declan Shalvey
& Rory McConville/
Joe Palmer & Chris
O’Halloran) 2140. To
escape a world with
no future, many turn
to the Syndicate - a
criminal organization
that, for the right price,
will smuggle you back
in time to the promise

of a better yesterday. Tatsuo, a Syndicate
smuggler, wants to leave his life of crime behind,
but when an FBI agent disrupts his escape plan,
they both find themselves hunted across time
by his former employers. Collects Time Before
Time #1-5. Declan Shalvey cover. 136 pg. MT.
$13.59 [21080840]

UNNATURAL
O M NI B US H C FC. (Mirka Andolfo)
Leslie J. Blair is a
simple pig girl. She
loves sushi, and she
hates her job. Her
world is dominated
by a totalitarian
government that
interferes in the
personal lives of its
citizens, punishing

OTHER COMICS PUBLISHERS

Ablaze
CIMMERIAN: BEYOND THE
BLACK RIVER #1 - (Robert E.
Howard & Mathieu Gabella/
Anthony Jean) The Picte country
is an obscure jungle where the
border between civilization and
barbarism is thin. Only one
thing symbolizes it: the Black
River, which it is claimed that
no white man was able to cross
and come back alive. None, except Conan. (7x10)
MT. Clara Tessier cover [21080843] Anthony Jean
cover [21080844] Breno Tamura cover [21080845]
Fritz Casas cover [21080846] $3.19 (each)
Abrams Comicarts
DUNE DELU X E
COLLECTED EDITION
VOL. 01 GN - FC. (Frank
Herbert & Various/Raul
Allen & Martín Patricia)
Dune, Frank Herbert’s
epic science-fiction
masterpiece, tells the
story of Paul Atreides
as he and his family
accept control of the
desert planet Arrakis. This deluxe collector’s edition
boasts an increased trim size, printed on high-quality
matte art paper in a faux-cloth slipcase with gold
foil stamping tip-on cover. Bill Sienkiewicz cover.
176 pg. (7x10) $40.00 [21080855]

Advent Comics
BUDDY MCGILL #1 - (Mike Baron/Fernando
Calvi) He’s a TSA Agent, he’s a super party animal,
and his name is Buddy McGill. He is on the trail of
a ruthless terrorist and will not stop until justice is
served. 28 pg. (7x10) $3.19 [21080862]
Aftershock Comics
AFTER DARK ONE-SHOT
- (Cullen Bunn & Various/
Cliff Richards & Various) A
disparate tale from a possible
future; a chance encounter
with a mythical Black-Eyed
Kid, a children’s fable gone
awry; and a gut-wrenching last
meal at the local diner. These
horrific, bone-chilling tales are conceived and
written by Cullen Bunn, Jim Starlin, Joe Pruett,
Fran Tieri and drawn by Cliff Richards, Nikkol
Kelenic, Szymon Kudranski and Joe Eisma. Tony
Harris cover. 48 pg. (7x10) $5.59 [21080864]
CHICKEN DEVIL #1 - (Brian
Buccellato/Hayden Sherman)
Mitchell Moss is about as
regular as it gets. He’s
married with two children,
and co-owns a successful
chain of Memphis Hot
Chicken restaurants. It’s not
the life that screams hero/
vigilante...until he discovers
that his business partner is in
bed with the mob and owes
them $2 million. (7x10) $3.99 [21080868]
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CROSS TO BEAR #1 - (Marko Stojanovic/Sinisa
Banovic) Jack the Ripper was never caught because
no one was looking for him in the Wild West...No
one except The Order. An organization made up of
the descendants of Crusaders sworn to eradicate
the unnatural. (7x10) $3.99 [21080870]
DARK RED: YEAR ONE HC FC. (Tim Seeley/Corin Howell)
Charles “Chip” Ipswich isn’t
one of those coastal elites with
a liberal arts degree and a job
at a social media start-up who
knows where all the best brunch
places are… No, Chip is one of
the “forgotten men.” He lives in a rural area in
the middle of the country where Jesus still has
a place at the dinner table and where factories
send jobs to Calcutta. Chip is also a vampire.
Collects issues #1-10. Aaron Campbell cover.
256 pg. (7x10) $31.99 [21080871]
MANIAC OF NEW YORK VOL. 01: DEATH
TRAIN SC - FC. (Elliott Kalan/Andrea Mutti)
Four years ago, a masked slasher began stalking
the streets of New York City. Maniac Harry is
inhuman, unkillable and unstoppable. Which is
why the authorities’ solution has been to ignore
him, and let New Yorkers adapt to a world where
death can strike at any moment. Collects issues
#1-5. 128 pg. (7x10) $13.59 [21080872]
NUCLEAR FAMILY VOL. 01 SC - FC. (Stephanie
Phillips/Tony Shasteen) America, 1957. Elvis
dominates the airwaves and apple pie is served
after every meal. But, with the dark cloud of
nuclear holocaust looming, Korean War vet Tim
McClean’s major concern is taking care of his
family in the atomic age. When the first bomb
does drop on an unexpecting Midwest city, Tim
and his family find themselves plunged into a
strange new world. Based on Philip K. Dick’s short
story Breakfast at Twilight. Contains issues #1-5.
128 pg. (7x10) $13.59 [21080873]
PARTY & PREY OGN
- FC. (Steve Orlando
& Steve Foxe/Alex
Sanchez) Alan is used to
being ignored by younger
g u ys, so h e h a r d l y
believes his luck when
lithe, handsome Scott
makes a move on him
in the crowded gay club.
But there’s a wolf on the
dance floor tonight, and he’s hungry for fresh
prey… 112 pg. (7x10) MT. $14.39 [21080875]
SHADOW DOCTOR SC - FC. (Peter Calloway/
Georges Jeanty) This is the true story of writer
Peter Calloway’s grandfather, Nathaniel Calloway,
a Black man who graduated from medical school
in the early 1930s. Unable to get work at any
Chicago hospital (because he was Black) and
unable to secure a loan from a bank to start his
own practice (because he was Black), Nathaniel
turned to the only other source of money in
Prohibition-era Chicago: the Mafia, run by none
other than Al Capone. Contains issues #1-5. Mark
Chiarello cover 128 pg. (7x10) $13.59 [21080878]

WESTFIELD COMICS WOW! ITEMS SCHEDULED TO SHIP BEGINNING IN OCTOBER 2021

transgressors for so-called “unnatural”
relationships. Leslie dreams of something
different for herself, but these dreams are quickly
becoming dangerous. Collects Unnatural #1-12.
320 pg. MT. Scheduled to arrive in Nov. $31.99
[21080841]
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Ahoy Comics
ED G AR ALLAN POE :
SNIFTER OF DEATH #1 - [of
6] (Mark Russell & Stuart
Moore/Peter Sneibjerg
& Frank Cammuso) Mark
Russell and Peter Snejbjerg
expose chocolate vampires,
fruit-flavored Frankensteins,
and other crunchy creeps.
Stuart Moore and Frank Cammuso chronicle an
adventure of Edgar Allan Poe when he was a boy.
Richard Williams cover. MT. $3.99 [21080880]

Binge Books
B LUE B ARON # 1
( EVERYT H IN G OLD IS
NEW AGAIN) - (Darin Henry/
Ron Frenz & Sal Buscema)
Exploding from the pages of
The Heroes Union. Since
1776, The Blue Baron has
battled alien invaders, superpowered psychopaths and
megalomaniacal mutants, but
his greatest challenge awaits him. Sal Buscema
cover. 68 pg. (7x10) $3.99 [21080913]

AWA Studios
CASUAL FLING SC FC. (Jason Starr/Dalibor
Talajic) Jennifer Ryan has
the perfect life. Then one
day she steps out of her
marriage...and finds that her
new lover isn’t the one night
stand she expected. Dani
cover. 96 pg. MT. $7.99
[21080901]
CHARIOT SC - FC. (Bryan
Edward Hill/Priscilla
Petraites) The Chariot was
a Cold War-era secret
government project to
provide its star agent with a
weapon unlike any other in
the form of a super-charged
muscle car. It sank into the
ocean decades ago, and the
agent along with it. Now, a petty criminal looking to
reform his life has stumbled upon the Chariot. Jeff
Dekal cover. 112 pg. (7x10) MT. $7.99 [21080902]
ET-ER ONESHOT #1 - (Jeff McComsey &
Dan Panosian/Javier Pulido & Shawn Crystal)
Intergalactic virus liquefy one of your heads?
Feeling a bit “off” ever since you drove through
that black hole? Then visit the ET-ER, the galaxy’s
leading medical facility. 48 pg. Andrew Robinson
cover [21080903] Mike Deodato Jr. cover
[21080904] $3.19 (each)
OUT # 1 - ( R o b
Williams/Will Conrad)
In the waning days of
World War Two, with
the Allies advancing, a
desperate Nazi officer
unearths an ancient
force of evil that he
hopes will turn the tide
of battle: a vampire.
To test the power of
his secret weapon, he
unleashes the monster
on an unsuspecting group of Allied POWs. MT. Tim
Bradstreet cover [21080909] Mike Deodato Jr. cover
[21080910] $2.39 (each)
RESISTANCE: UPRISING SC - FC. (J. Michael
Straczynski/C. P. Smith) In the wake of the
assassination of their leader, the Resistance is in
disarray, disconnected from each other and hunted
by authorities around the world - including an army
of “reborns” recruited by the American government.
Rahzzah cover. 144 pg. (7x10) $7.99 [21080911]

Blue Juice Comics
BILLY THE KIT #1 - (Justin
Gray/Barry McClain)
Introducing Billy the Kit,
featuring a gunslinging rabbit
seeking revenge against the
Tornado God that killed his
family. Why was this sickly,
skinny rabbit spared such a
gruesome fate? What makes
him so special? 40 pg. (7x10)
$3.19 [21080920]
Fantagraphics Books
COMPLETE LIFE
AND TI M ES
OF SCROOGE
MCDUCK
DELUXE
EDITION HC FC. (Don Rosa) A
beyond-complete
oversized full
color deluxe
edition-and comes slipcased with a special
commemorative coin. From his shoe-shining
boyhood in Glasgow, Scotland, to his goldhoarding adulthood in Duckburg, Calisota, Uncle
Scrooge McDuck has lived a life of legend. The
original twelve chapters - and the many “inbetween” chapters and related stories - and every
last cover and pin-up are all in this money binsized book. 568 pg. (11x15) $200.00 [21080931]
COMPLETE PEANUTS VOL. 16 (1981-1982)
HC - B&W. (Charles M. Schulz) Snoopy’s long-lost
brother “Marbles” joins the cast of characters and is baffled by Snoopy’s un-doglike behavior.
Charlie Brown lives up to his hard-luck reputation:
on the day of the biggest game of the season, he
loses the baseball field. Lynn Johnston introduces
this volume. 344 pg. (6.5x8) $18.39 [21080933]
DONALD DUCK & UNCLE
SCROOGE: WORLD OF
DRAGONLORDS HC - B&W.
(Byron Erickson/Giorgio
Cavazzano) Donald, Uncle
Scrooge, and their nephews
are locked in a Duckburg
family feud when an
interdimensional doorway
appears… and takes them to
Morgworld, a medieval realm
where trolls rule, humans are serfs, and dragons
beasts of burden. Can our squabbling Ducks bring
justice to this land of swords and sorcery? 192 pg.
(8x11) $23.99 [21080935]

RED ROOM: THE ANTISOCIAL NETWORK SC
- FC. (Ed Piskor) Aided by the anonymous dark web
and nearly untraceable cryptocurrency, a criminal
subculture has emerged. It livestreams murders
as entertainment. Who are the killers? Who are
the victims? Who is paying to watch? How to
stop it? 160 pg. (7x10) MT. $15.99 [21080936]
WALT DISNEY DONALD DUCK
VOL. 16: BALLOONATICS HC
- FC. (Carl Barks & Daan Jippes)
Carl Barks’s stories of the Junior
Woodchucks starring Huey, Dewey,
and Louie - written and penciled
by Barks with finishes by Daan
Jippes - debut in this volume.
208 pg. (8x10) $23.99 [21080937]

Humanoids
JODOROWSKY LIBRARY EDITION: MEGALEX
HC - FC. (Alejandro Jodorowsky/Georges Bess)
Included in this volume are the bawdy secret agent
tale Anibal 5 (illustrated by Georges Bess) and the
sci-fi epic Megalex (illustrated by Fred Beltran),
along with a selection of stories from Screaming
Planet with artwork by Adi Granov, Axel Medellin,
and others. 352 pg. (8x10.5) MT. $31.99 [21080940]
Oni Press
DIRTBAG RAPTURE #1 - (Christopher Sebela/
Kendall Goode) She’s stoned. She’s selfish. She’s all
that stands between us and the end of the world.
Where do you go when you die? Kat, a stoner with a
flexible moral code, can answer that, and the answer
is: not very far. Kendall Goode cover [21080957]
Malachi Ward cover [21080958] $3.19 (each)
RICK & MORTY PRESENTS: SNUFFLES GOES
TO WAR #1 - (Chris Daniels/Devaun Dowdy) Years
ago, Morty’s dog Snuffles left Earth to find a planet
for his fellow canine-kind. Now, at the height of their
canine empire, it’s dog vs. squirrel in a cosmic battle.
40 pg. Devaun Dowdy cover [21080961] Megan
Huang cover [21080962] $3.99 (each)
PS Artbooks
PRE CODE CLASSICS:
STRANGE WORLDS
SOFTEE VOL. 01 FC. (Gene Fawcette
& Various) Features
the talents of Gene
Fawcette, Joe Kubert,
Carmine Infantino,
Wally Wood, Everett
Raymond Kinstler, Al
Williamson, Frank
Frazetta, Roy Krenkel,
Joe Orlando, George
Tuska, and others. Collects Strange Worlds #1-5
(November 1950-November 1951). 288 pg. (7x10)
Scheduled to arrive in Nov. $21.59 [21080969]
Rebellion / 2000AD
MEGATROPOLIS HC FC. (Kenneth Niemand/
Dave Taylor) In this radical
reimagining of the world of
Judge Dredd, join disgraced
Officer Amy Jarra and
Detective Joe ‘choirboy’
Rico as they navigate the
crime-ridden underbelly of
the glamorous Metropolis,
attempting to solve the
murder of undercover Detective Fisher. 96 pg.
Scheduled to arrive in Nov. $20.00 [21080977]
Red 5 Comics - Stonebot
MERLIN & HECTOR #1 (Rodolfo Santullo/Jok) Before
King Arthur, before Camelot,
before Excalibur there was
Merlin the swineherd. A young
man of an unexceptional past
who has never heard of magic,
Merlin is looking at a life of
hard work and small comfort,
until his farm his attacked by
rampaging monsters. (7x10) $3.16 [21080978]

Red Lightning Books
FORGIVENESS: THE STORY OF EVA KOR,
SURVIVOR OF AUSCHWITZ - B&W. (Joseph E
Lee) In March of 1944, at age 10, little Eva was
arrested with her entire family, including her twin
sister, Miriam, for the “crime” of being Jewish.
Nazis loaded Eva and her family into a cattle car
with other men, women, and children headed to
the Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration camp. This
illustrated biography tells the story of a tenacious
girl’s fight to survive a horrific childhood ravaged
by tragedy; her growing anger as an adult; and
her eventual discovery that forgiveness might just
save her life. 144 pg. (7x10) $16.00 [21080979]
Scout Comics
ELECTRIC BLACK: DARK
C ARAVAN # 1 - ( J o s e p h
Schmalke & Rich Woodall) The
Yellow Stranger guides June
and Jack through the origin
tale of The Electric Black itself.
Questions will be answered,
Mysteries will be uncovered, and
grizzly murders will occur. (7x10) $3.19 [21080985]
PERHAPANAUTS: SECOND CHANCES GN
- FC. (Todd DeZago/Craig Rousseau) With one
of their number critically injured and fighting for
her life, the rest of the team returns to Bedlam to
find their headquarters under siege by a swarm
of alien creatures bent on consuming everybody
in sight. Collecting The Perhapanauts: Second
Chances #1-4, The Perhapaanauts Annual
#1, as well as extras and 10 pages of all-new
material. 148 pg. (7x10) $15.99 [21080993]
Second Sight Publishing
STEA M PUNK SNOW
WHITE #1 - [of 2] (Rod
Espinoza) In a far-off kingdom,
the queen sends her armies of
steam-powered juggernauts
to successful conquest, all
while she and her subordinate
lords pass the wartime
expenses on to the peasants.
Her daughter, Princess White,
protests to no avail. 24 pg. (7x10) $3.19 [21081007]
Source Point Press
CULT OF DRACULA SC - FC. (Rich Davis/Henry
Martinez & Puis Calzada) Special Agent Malcom
Bram arrives at the House of the Rising Sun. This
secluded compound is the home of the secretive
Ordo Dracul. Mina Murray leads a documentary
film crew to uncover the secrets of the mysterious
cult by interviewing its enigmatic leader, Robert
Renfield. Collecting the mini-series. Gyula
Nemeth cover. 148 pg. MT. $15.99 [21081013]
DEAD HAND BOOK: STORES FROM THE
GRAVESEND CEMETERY HC - PC. (Sara
Richard) A collection of tales by those interred
within the overcast Gravesend Cemetery. Hazy
histories told in the style of pitted gravestones
with the help of the ones buried below invite you
back to days gone by where we faced mortality
with both eyes wide open. Ariel Richard cover.
148 pg. (5x9) $19.99 [21081014]
WINCHESTER
M YSTERY H OUSE
#1 - [of 3] (Joshua
Werner/Dustin Irvin)
Inspired by true events.
The year is 1886, and
after suffering the loss
of both her only child
and husband, Sarah
Winchester has come to
California, bringing with
her a massive inherited
wealth. After buying a small farmhouse on a large
plot of land, Sarah sets to work expanding it like
a woman possessed. The construction crew’s first
task will be to build a room that will later become
legendary. MT. Dustin Irvin cover [21081016]
Ryan Quackenbush cover [21081017] $3.19 (each)

Titan Comics
EXTRAORDINARY VOL. 01 HC - FC. (V.E
Schwab/Enid Balam & Nen Chang) After
surviving a deadly crash, Charlotte Tills becomes
“ExtraOrdinary”, gaining the ability to foresee a
person’s death. But when she looks into her own
future, only the face of notorious EO killer Eli
Ever stares back. Collects ExtraOrdinary #1-4
plus special #0 112 pg. MT. $19.99 [21081021]
Valiant Entertainment
HARBINGER [2021] #1 (Jackson Lanzing & Collin Kelly/
Robbi Rodriguez) Can you make
the world better if you can’t
be better? A telepath with no
memory. A city of superpowered
teenagers suppressed.
Redemption. Destruction.
Rebirth. Robbi Rodriguez cover
[21081033] Rod Reis cover [21081034] Cris Delara
cover [21081035] $3.19 (each) #1-4 Bundle. Covers
by Damion Scott $12.76 [21081036]
Vault Comics
GIGA VOL. 01 SC - FC. (Alex Paknadel/John Le)
Nobody knows why the skyscraper-sized mechs
known as Giga fought their bitter, centuries’ long
war. All they know is that when the fighting finally
stopped, the dormant Giga became humanity’s
new habitat and new gods in one. When disgraced
engineer Evan Calhoun finds an apparently murdered
Giga, his society and the fascistic tech-centered
religious order that controls it are rapidly thrown
into chaos. 144 pg. (7x10) Scheduled to arrive in
Nov. $14.39 [21081042]
RADIO APOCALYPSE
#1 - (Ram V./Anand Rk)
Long after the rock out
of space struck the world
and turned it all to dust,
in Bakerstown stands the
last Radio Station on the
planet. Radio Apocalypse
broadcasting into the
unknown, a beacon in the
dark for those who wander the lost places. Cover
A [21081045] Cover B [21081046] $3.19 (each)
RUSH #1 - (Si Spurrier/Nathan Gooden) 1899,
Yukon Territory. A frozen frontier, bloodied and
bruised by the last great Gold Rush. But in
the lawless wastes to the North, something
whispers in the hindbrains of men, drawing them
to a blighted valley, where giant spider tracks
mark the snow and impossible guns roar in the
night. Nathan Gooden cover [21081047] Martin
Simmonds cover[21081048] $3.19 (each)
Zenescope Entertainment
G RI M M SPOTLI G H T:
CINDERELLA VS. ZOMBIES
ONE-SHOT - (Dave Franchini)
Cinderella has taken on the
apocalypse(and died), taken
on her own mind (and lost),
and even taken on Christmas
(kind of won?) but this time
she takes on a whole new
threat…deciding what to eat…oh and zombies.
Igor Vitorino cover. 40 pg. (7x10) $4.79 [21081055]
RISE OF DJINN #1 - [of 3] (Dave Franchini) Things
couldn’t be worse for Tamara Brazile. A highly
decorated and venerable police detective with
almost fifteen years of experience on the job,
her world comes crashing down around her when
her husband is murdered at the hands of a serial
killer she had been pursuing. And to make matters
worse, she is diagnosed with Stage IV for breast
cancer before she has a chance to bring the killer
to justice. Paolo Pantalena cover. 40 pg. (7x10)
$4.79 [21081058]
TALES OF TERROR ANNUAL: GODDESS OF
DEATH - (Dave Franchini & Various) Keres is the
Goddess of Death, and has punished many deserving
beings sending them to pay for their sins for eternity
in a hellish afterlife. But Keres isn’t the only one who
should be feared. The world below is full of those

who seek to take power but also escape the prison
they are held in and rise to our world. Geebo Vigonte
cover. 64 pg. (7x10) $6.39 [21081060]
TALES OF TERROR
Q UARTERLY 2 0 2 1
HALLOWEEN SPECIAL (Dave Franchini & Various)
Join Keres, the goddess of
death as she brings her own
brand of justice this year to
those attending a haunted
theme park during the height
of the horror season. Al
Barrionuevo cover. 72 pg.
(7x10) $7.19 [21081063]

MANga

FIND THESE AND MANY MORE Image COMICS TITLES AT
WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM/section/catalog-AUG21-manga

Digital Manga Distribution
C LO C KWORK APPLE
GN - B&W. (Osamu Tezuka)
When a Nazi lieutenant is
sentenced to death for war
crimes, he expects to escape
with his life, but hubris is his
downfall. A female android
marries for love but is soon
lost, and she must deal with
the consequences. A 248 pg.
(6x8) MT. $12.76 [21081066]

Viz Media
BURN THE WITCH VOL. 01
GN - B&W. (Tite Kubo) Behind the
world you think you know lies a
land of magic and fairy tales-but
Reverse London isn’t the pretty
picture that’s painted in children’s
books. Fairy tales have teeth. For
teen audiences. 260 pg. $15.99
[21081069]
MARVEL
MEOW HC - FC.
(Nao Fuji) Join
Captain Marvel’s
pet, Chewie,
as she wreaks
havoc in the
lives of Marvel’s
most popular
characters. Gain
a new perspective
on beloved favorites such as Spider-Man and Iron
Man, formidable villains including Thanos and
Galactus, and antiheroes like Deadpool. 72 pg.
(7x7) $11.99 [21081074]
Kodansha Comics
JUNJI ITO CAT DIARY: YON
& MU COLLECTED EDITION
HC - B&W. (Junji Ito) Junji Ito,
as J-kun, has recently built
a new house and has invited
his financée, A-ko, to live with
him. Little did he know his
blushing bride-to-be has some
unexpected company in towYon, a ghastly-looking family
cat, and Mu, an adorable Norwegian forest cat. D
128 pg. $19.99 [21081099]
Seven Seas Entertainment
WALKING CAT: VIEW OF
ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE
OMNIBUS VOL. 01 GN
- B&W. (Tomo Kitaoka)
Civilization is dead.
Zombies roam the earth.
When Jin, a young man
trying to survive the chaos
of this new reality, rescues
a cat from certain death,
the pair sets off on a quest
to find Jin’s wife, who may
yet be alive. 480 pg. (6x8) MT. $19.99 [21081115]

FIND MORE DESCRIPTIONS, ART AND PRODUCTS AT WWW.WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM
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MAGAZINES & BOOKS
Comics Books & Magazines
BACK ISSUE #132 - 1980s
Marvel Limited Series,
including Chris Claremont
a n d F r a n k M i l l e r ’s
Wolverine! Plus: Black
Panther, The Falcon, The
Punisher, Machine Man,
Iceman, Magik, Fantastic
Four vs. X-Men, Nick Fury
vs. S.H.I.E.L.D., Wolfpack,
and more! Wolverine #1
cover recreation by Joe Rubinstein. Scheduled to
arrive in Nov. $7.96 [21081124]
CHARLES ADDAMS: A CARTOONIST’S LIFE
SC - B&W. (Linda H. Davis) The Addams Family
is creepy and kooky, but the real Addams family
was even more strange and outrageous than the
beloved comic’s characters. Meet the legendary
cartoonist behind the Addams Family in this first
biographical exposé, written with exclusive access
to Charles’ Addams’ private archives. 400 pg. (6x9)
$15.19 [21081125]

C O M I C S REVUE
PRESENTS (OCTOBER
2021) - FC. (Various/
V a r i o u s ) A m e r i c a ’s
longest-running magazine
of classic comics. Includes
19 pages of full-color comic
strips, and features Flash
Gordon, Rick O’Shay,
Gasoline Alley, Alley Oop, Tarzan, Steve
Canyon, Casey Ruggles, Mandrake the
Magician, Krazy Kat, and many more! Joe
Staton cover. 128 pg. (8x11) $15.96 [21081126]
HEAVY METAL #311 - FC. (Steve Orlando
& Various) The Boulet Brothers are drag
artists, television personalities, writers, and
producers. The famed drag duo is now curating
the legendary Heavy Metal magazine for the
2021 special Halloween edition. Dan Quintana
cover. 144 pg. MT. Available with two covers,
Cover A Quintana [21081128], Cover B Escorza
[21081129]. $11.19 (each)

H O G AN ’ S ALLEY
#23 - FC. Features a
long examination of
the legendary Frank
Frazetta’s time working
for Li’l Abner creator
Al Capp, with gorgeous
Frazetta artwork (some
supplied by his family).
Also features an in-depth
look at the lawsuit that led to two versions of the
seminal comic strip The Katzenjammer Kids.
144 pg. (8x11) $6.00 [21081130]

Comics Strips
DILBERT: THE OFFICE IS A BEAUTIFUL PLACE
WHEN EVERYONE ELSE WORKS FROM HOME
SC - FC. (Scott Adams) No one is more accomplished
at making the drudgery of office work into comedy
than Dilbert creator Scott Adams. This collection
includes hundreds of the most recent comics.
144 pg. (9x9) $11.99 [21081132]

PEARLS B EFORE
SWINE : PEARLS
AWAITS THE TIDE
SC - This treasury packs
in 18 months’ worth of
daily comic strips from
2018-2019, including an
introduction, essay, and
special commentary by
the author. $15.99 [21081134]

Art Books
ILLUSTRATION
MAGAZINE #74
- FC. We celebrate
the 20th year of
Illustration
Magazine by
showcasing
the work of
Peter Helck, the
illustrator known
for his actionpacked automotive
illustrations of the
1930s, ‘40s, and ‘50s. 112 pg. $12.00 [21081137]

OTHER GOODIES
Alien / Predator

ALIEN: FATE OF
NOSTROMO
GAME - In this
fully cooperative
strategy game
b as e d on th e
film, players work
together to move
through the ship,
gather supplies,
and craft items. $25.24 [21081161]

Bond, James Bond

JAMES BOND TIN TOTES - High quality tin
totes! Choose from two James Bond designs - Sean
Connery’s debut in Dr. No [21081165] or Roger
Moore’s debut in Live and Let Die [21081166].
Scheduled to arrive in Nov. $14.84 [21081165]
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Fiction
FAN FI C TION M E M NOIR INSPIRED BY TRUE
EVENTS HC - PC. (Brent
Spinner & Jeanne Darst) A
personal look at the slightly
askew view of the relationship
between a celebrity and his
fans. Set in 1991, just as Star
Trek: The Next Generation
has rocketed the cast to global
fame. This is the fictional autobiography that takes
readers into the life of Brent Spiner and tells an
amazing tale about the trappings of celebrity.
256 pg. (6x9) $22.39 [21081139]

Horror
HORRORHOUND #91 - FC. The annual Fall issue
comes loaded with plenty of Halloween goodies,
starting with an in-depth look into the upcoming
Halloween Kills. 68 pg. (8x11) $7.19 [21081141]
LITTLE S H OPPE OF
H ORRORS # 4 7 - F C .
(Various/Various) 1963’s
Hammer film, The Gorgon,
reunited stars Christopher
Lee, Peter Cushing and
Barbara Shelley with ace
Gothic director Terence
Fisher. One of the most
atmospheric horror films ever made, get the full
behind-the-scenes story. 100 pg. $8.76 [21081142]

VAMPIRESS
CARMILLA #6 - B&W.
(Don Glut & Various/
Nik Poliwko & Various)
Revives the iconic
Warren illustrated
horror magazines by
replicating Warren’s
early page layouts and
publishing new, classic styled work by original
Warren artists, writers and editors. Richard
Corben cover. 52 pg. (9x11) MT. $4.76 [21081145]

Movie/TV
BATTLESTAR GALACTICA: DESIGNING
SPACESHIPS HC - FC. (Paul Ruditis & Mark Wright)

This behind-the-scenes guide looks at the creation
of the ships in both the original and the reimagined
series. This volume explores the art of ship creation
from the first sketches to the finished designs of the
modelmakers. 192 pg. (9x12) Relist. Previous orders
are cancelled. $27.96 [21081150]
CINEMA RETRO #51 - FC. A 12-page feature on the
Cinerama drama Ice Station Zebra (1969), a 14page photo-fest dedicated to Cleopatra (1963), and
a 7-page feature on Sean Connery’s forgotten movie,
The Red Tent (1969). 64 pg. MT. $9.59 [21081151]

Pop Culture
BETTY PAGE: GOES
WILD S C - B & W.
(Stephen Pentacoste /
Irving Klaw & Bettie
Page) Bettie Page
moved to New York
in 1949, and began
working as a “glamour”
model. Her instant
appeal led to work in
Beauty Parade, Eyeful
and other glamour
publications, as well
as work with Irving Klaw, Bunny Yeager and other
famous glamour photographers. Page’s work during
the 1950s, ensured that she is now viewed as the
most iconic fetish model of all time. 96 pg. (7x10)
$18.36 [21081156]

RETROFAN
MAGAZINE #18 - FC.
An exclusive Barbara
Eden interview that
will keep you forever
dreaming of Jeannie!
Plus: The Invaders,
event organizer Tommy
Cook recalls the Billie
Jean King/Bobby Riggs
tennis battle of the sexes, Hanna-Barbera’s
Saturday morning super-heroes of the Sixties,
The Monster Times fanzine, and more fun, fab
features! (NOTE: Advance solicit for December
2021 on-sale.) 84 pg. (8x11) Scheduled to arrive
in Dec. $7.96 [21081158]

FIND THESE AND any other catalog listings AT
WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM/section/catalog-AUG21-other-goodies

JAMES BOND: NO TIME
TO DIE - MAKING OF
THE FILM HC - FC. (Mark
Salisbury) This coffee table
book takes readers behind
the scenes and reveals the
film’s locations, characters,
gadgets, weapons, and cars, with exclusive on - set
photography, concept art, stunt breakdowns, and
more, accompanied by cast and crew interviews.
192 pg. Relist. Previous orders are cancelled.
$40.00 [21081167]

Doctor Who
DO C TOR W H O TARDIS
C ONSOLE C OLLE C TION
#6 (13TH DOCTOR) - FC.
The thirteenth Doctor’s
console has been
faithfully recreated
and hand painted,
capturing every button,
switch and panel. Comes
complete with a magazine detailing this
particular console’s place in history. 16 pg.
$33.21 [21081174]

WESTFIELD COMICS WOW! ITEMS SCHEDULED TO SHIP BEGINNING IN OCTOBER 2021

Figures

Masters of the Universe

MUPPETS
DELUXE FIGURE
SET: SAM THE
EAGLE & RIZZO
THE RAT - The
next Muppets action
figure has arrived, and
it’s Sam the (American)
Eagle! Plus, as a bonus you get Rizzo the Rat! These
7-inch scale action figures measure 5 inches and 3
inches, respectively, and each includes multiple
points of articulation. Scheduled to arrive in Dec.
$25.24 [21081184]

MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE
TIKI MUG: SKELETOR - An
officially licensed Geeki Tiki
mug inspired by Masters of
the Universe. These ceramic
mugs are high-quality, microwave
and dishwasher safe. $17.24
[21081209]

Godzilla

GODZILLA VINIMATE
2-PACKS - Godzilla
1954 & Godzilla 1999
[21081206]! Godzilla
1962 & Mechagodzilla
[21081207]! Burning
Godzilla 1995 & Rodan
[21081208]! Scheduled
to arrive in Dec. $17.24
(each)

MASTERS OF THE
UNIVERSE TIN TOTE:
REVELATION - High
quality tin tote features
fantastic artwork from the new
animated series, Masters of the
Universe: Revelation! Scheduled
to arrive in Nov. $14.84 [21081210]

Puzzles
B UDDY C H RIST
PUZZLE
( 1 0 0 0 - PIE C E ) Features the uplifting
Buddy Christ from
K e v i n S m i t h ’s
Dogma! 1000 pieces,
Approximately 19¾” x
27 5/8” when completed. $17.25 [21081217]

Other Goodies
SCOTT PILGRIM PUZZLES
(1000-PIECE) - Challenge
yourself with Renegade
Game Studios’ 1000-piece
puzzles featuring artwork by
Scott O’Malley based on his
best-selling Scott Pilgrim
graphic novels! Choose
from four different designs:
Ramona Flowers’ Evil Exes
[21081218]; Pixel Art (art by Paul Robertson)
[21081219], a Movie-Style Poster of Scott, his
band, and his friends [21081220]; and a Scott
Pilgrim Collage [21081221]. $17.25 (each)

Star Trek
STAR TREK CODA NOVEL
B OOK 0 2 : AS H ES OF
TOMORROW - (James Swallow)
The epic Star Trek: Coda trilogy
continues as friends become
foes, the Temporal Apocalypse
accelerates, and the catastrophe’s
true cause is revealed. Jean-Luc
Picard, Benjamin Sisko, Ezri Dax,
William Riker, and the crews
under their command unite to prevent a cosmic-level
apocalypse - only to find that some fates really are
inevitable. 368 pgs (6x9) $12.80 [21081222]

STAR TREK UNIVERSE
STARS H IPS # 8
(ROMULAN FLAGSHIP) - FC. Launching in April
2021, a new Star Trek collection will feature ships
from Discovery, Picard and Strange New Worlds everything a modern Trek fan could ask for! $45.21
[21081223]

STAR TREK: WOMEN OF STAR TREK - ART &
IMAGES CARD BOX - With 72 base cards, there
are a number of insert sets to join them. 24 packs
of 7 cards per box. $82.75 [21081236] A customdesigned album stores the entire collection, and
includes bonus promo card! $24.90 [21081235]

Star Wars
STAR WARS INSIDER
#206 - FC. This issue
focuses on the best of
Boba Fett. Lucasfilm at
50 – Writer: Kristin Baver
looks back on Five Decades
of Amazing Adventures
Includes brand new and
exclusive Star Wars: The High Republic
Fiction Plus much more! Choose from the
newstand cover [21081237] and the PX cover
[21081238]. 84 pg. (8x11) $7.99 (each)
STAR WARS VISIONS: RONIN HC - An original
novel inspired by the upcoming Star Wars Visions
animated anthology series. Set in the world of one of
the short films from the series, featuring animated
films by some of the world’s best anime creators.
336pgs (6x9) $23.19 [21081239]
ODYSSEY OF STAR
WARS: AN EPIC POEM
HC - FC. (Jack Mitchell)
Journey to a galaxy far,
far away like never beforethrough lyrical verse and
meter. Like the tales of
Odysseus and Beowulf,
the adventures of Luke
Skywalker, Han Solo,
Princess Leia, Jyn Erso,
Obi-Wan Kenobi, Darth Vader, and the Emperor
are fraught with legendary battles, iconic heroes,
fearsome warriors, sleek ships, and dangerous
monsters. Author Jack Mitchell uses the ancient
literary form of epic poetry to put a new spin on
the Star Wars saga. Punctuated with stunning
illustrations inspired by the terracotta art of Greek
antiquity. The greatest myth of the 20th century
presented as it might have been told nearly 3,000
years ago. 224 pg. (6x9) $15.99 [21081240]

explored with newly commissioned maps, and
explained through a detailed analysis of tactics,
famous commanders, legendary warriors, key
moments, and its impact on wider galactic
history. 256 pg. (9x11) $32.00 [21081241]
STAR WARS: CLONE
WARS OFFI C IAL
COLLECTOR’S EDITION
- FC. An in-depth special
edition covering all 7
seasons of the fan-favorite,
award-winning animated
program. Features behindthe-scenes interviews,
character profiles, a
detailed episode guide, and synopses for all the
episodes, all lavishly illustrated with imagery from
the Lucasfilm Image Archives and final frames. 144
pg. (8x11) Scheduled to arrive in Nov. Available as a
Hardcover $19.99 [21081242], and as a softcover
with a Newstand cover [21081243] or a PX cover
[21081244] $11.99 (each).
STAR WARS: VADER
FAMILY SITHMAS HC
- FC. (Jeffrey Brown) A
charming family album
of festivity in Jeffrey
Brown’s now-classic
N e w Yo r k Ti m e s bestselling Vader series.
Jeffrey Brown cover. 64 pg. (7x7) $11.96 [21081245]

STAR WARS: BATTLES THAT CHANGED THE
GALAXY HC - FC. (Cole Horton & Various) This
ambitious book presents major galactic conflicts
from an in-world “historical” perspective: each
battle is depicted with captivating imagery,

STAR WARS JUMBO ACTION
FIGURE: THE MANDALORIAN
- BESKAR - Captured in the
classic action figure style in
this all-new 1/6 scale, 12inch action figure. Comes
packaged on retro card art
in a resealable clamshell
blister. Designed by
Eamon O’Donoghue.
Scheduled to arrive in
Dec. $65.25 [21081252]

Studio Ghibli
GHIBLIOTHEQUE:
UNOFFICIAL GUIDE TO
M OVIES OF STUDIO
GHIBLI HC - PC. (Jake
Cunningham & Michael
Leader) Based on the
successful podcast
Ghibliotheque, which leafs
through the library of films
from the world’s greatest
animation studio. Includes details of production,
release, themes, key scenes and a general review.
192 pg. (7x9) $19.96 [21081154]

Games
DEAD MEN TELL NO
TALES RENE G ADE
EDITION B OARD
GAME - A cooperative
game where players take
on the role of a pirate
crew, boarding Skelit’s
Revenge for one purpose:
treasure. Battle the crew,
the raging inferno, and your own fatigue as you
fight to stay alive. Do you and your crew have what
it takes to make off with the loot and live to tell the
story? $41.25 [21081273]

DETECTIVE CITY OF ANGELS GAME - Set in
the dark and violent world of 1940s Los Angeles, a
game of mystery, deception, and investigation for
1-5 players. Most players will step into the shoes
of LAPD homicide detectives, hungry for glory and
willing to do whatever it takes to close a case.
One player, however, will take on the role of The
Chisel, whose only goal is to stall and misdirect the
detectives at every turn using bluffing, manipulation,
and (often) outright lies. $72.24 [21081275]

THIS MAILING CONTAINS EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO START ORDERING COMICS FROM WESTFIELD TODAY! FROM NOW ON YOU’LL ENJOY GREAT BENEFITS LIKE:
HUGE SELECTION - Over 1,000 new items every month,
including your favorite hard-to-find, small-press titles, plus
novelties, anime and more!
SAVINGS THAT GROW WITH YOUR COLLECTION - Regular
& special-offer discounts off cover price, plus even more
off your monthly subtotal on larger orders! (See enclosed
order form for details.)
INDUSTRY-LEADING SERVICE - Each order you receive
from Westfield is carefully polybagged and boxed.
Next, your boxed order is packed with CFC-free, biodegradable packing peanuts, and securely sealed.

"THE FINEST IN FINE PRINT"
WHAT IS LISTED IN THIS ISSUE
This issue lists items scheduled to be published / released beginning approximately
six weeks after the order due date. Items are occasionally delayed by the publisher
and may not ship as scheduled. These items will be placed on back order for
you, and will be shipped to you during your next regular scheduled shipment
once they arrive at our warehouse. We will attempt to keep you up-to-date
on publisher delays.
All orders are sold on a non-returnable, non-cancelable basis..

How to Place an Order
Please follow the instructions printed with the order form. Return the order form
with payment, so that it will arrive at Westfield by the deadline printed on the
form. If you fax your order to us, please follow the faxing instructions to ensure
that your order is legible once it is transmitted to us. We cannot be responsible
for errors made due to incomplete or illegible faxes.
Whenever you place an order with Westfield, we will automatically send you the
next order form and Catalog. If you have not received your order form within 10
days of the mailing date for any given month, please contact us immediately so
that we can rush another copy of the catalogue and order form to you.
If your order form arrives too late for us to accept, we will notify you immediately
and return your payment. However, we will continue to accept orders as long as
possible each month, so please feel free to return your order form even if you’ve
missed the deadline by a day or two.

YOUR ORDER IS THEN SHIPPED as quickly as possible,
using UPS or USPS.
Mail or fax your order by the monthly due date or order
online or via the Internet (at westfieldcomics.com)! You’ll
find detailed information on ordering and payment in the
order form section.
From your very first order, the convenience and savings
of Westfield’s service will be delivered directly to your
door. Payment is easy, too. We accept Discover, VISA®,
Master-Card®, money orders and personal checks.

Shipping
Orders shipping within the continental United States are shipped via UPS or
USPS. If you reside in Alaska, Hawaii, Guam, Puerto Rico or at an APO or FPO
address (or any other U.S. Protectorate) your order will be shipped directly to
you via 1st Class U.S. Mail.
If you choose to have your shipments sent to a business address, both your name
and the name of the business must be filled in on the order form.

Condition of Books & Packing
Westfield strives for the best condition possible on all the items we carry.
However, on occasion, some items are sent to us in less than collectible condition.
Occasionally we are unable to exchange these for better copies. In most cases,
any such damage is minimal. We may credit items that we cannot obtain in
collectible condition. Your comics and other materials will arrive in new, unopened
condition. All orders are carefully packed.

Damages, Returns & CANCELLATIONS
We can accept returns for the following reasons:
• You receive an incorrect item.
• An item is not as described in Worlds of Westfield or online.
• Returns or cancellations for any other reason will be handled on a case-by-case
basis, and may be subject to a 25% cancellation/ restocking fee. However, you
must contact Customer Service to receive Return Authorization prior to any returns.

GET YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED ... FAST If you have
any questions, please call our Customer Service representatives at (608) 836-1945, Mon.-Thu. 9-5, Fri. 9-3
Central Time or email us at Help@WestfieldComics.com.
WORLDS OF WESTFIELD is for you. We want your voice
to be heard. Send us your letters and comic recommendations. We may just use one in an upcoming issue! Thanks
for making Westfield your source for new comics and
collectibles ... and happy collecting!

On very rare occasions a shipment is damaged. If you are present when an obviously
damaged box arrives, do not accept the shipment. The box will be returned to us
and we will contact you immediately regarding a replacement order. If you discover
damaged items in your order after you accept it, please contact us immediately.
If necessary, we will issue you a Return Authorization for the damaged item. We
will credit you for the shipping charges necessary for you to return the damaged
item, but ONLY with a prior Return Authorization. Do not return anything without
authorization - if you do, it will be sent back to you at your expense.

Shipping Errors
If you should receive any mis-shipped material, or if you do not receive something
that appears in the "Items Sent" section of the Account Summary included
with your shipment, please contact us within 30 days. We cannot guarantee
replacements after 30 days.

When You Can Expect Your Order
Orders ship throughout the month. Depending on your assigned ship week, your
shipment should reach you within 10 business days after the date of pick-up
(delivery via 1st Class U.S. Mail may take longer for overseas addresses). If it
has not arrived within this time period, a problem may have occurred and you
should contact us immediately.

Customer Service
Westfield’s Customer Service Department is prepared to help you with
any questions you have regarding our service. You can email us at help@
westfieldcomics.com or call (608) 836-1945. Our lines are answered Monday Thursday, 10am - 4pm, Friday 10am-3pm Central Standard Time.
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Young adult detective
Friday Fitzhugh gets drawn
into a mystery when she
returns home from college
in

Friday
Book One:

The First Day of Christmas
Writer Ed Brubaker and Marcos
Martin spin the tale of a Christmas
vacation from Hell. Literally.
The Eisner-Award nominated series is
available in print for the first time.

FOR ITEMS SCHEDULED TO SHIP BEGINNING IN OCTOBER 2021
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